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ON DOUBTING THOMAS: JUDICIAL COMPULSION




Transboundary acid rain' is a world-wide environmental problem,2
particularly in the more industrial Northern hemisphere.3 Environmen-
* J.D., 1987, Washington College of Law, The American University.
1. Acid rain includes all forms of precipitation and dry deposition tainted by the
primarily industrial pollutants, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, chemically trans-
formed in the atmosphere into sulfuric and nitric acids. See generally A. S.uTH, AIR
AND RAIN: THE BEGINNINGS OF A CHEMICAL CLIMATOLOGY (1872) (pioneering re-
search describing and coining the term "acid rain"); Wetstone & Rosencranz, Trans-
boundary Air Pollution" A Survey of National Responses, 9 COL. J. ENVTL. L. 21
(1983) [hereinafter Survey of National Responses] (chronicling attention given to acid
rain pollution from 1666 through 1950); Cowling, Acid Rain: An Emerging Ecological
and Public Policy Issue, Canada-United States Law Institute Proceedings, 5 CAN.-
U.S. L.J. 23, 26-29 (1982)[Canada-United States Law Institute Proceedings hereinaf-
ter Proceedings] (detailing research refining our understanding of acid rain since
Angus Smith's 1872 work); infra notes 13-33 and accompanying text (describing the
processes and effects of acid rain).
The transboundary effects of acid rain further complicate the problem. See, e.g.,
McCarney, Introduction, The Transnational Implications of Acid Rain, Proceedings,
supra, at I (noting the particular challenge of controlling acid rain, given its harms
beyond national borders); Wetstone & Rosencranz, Transboundary Air Pollution: The
Search for an International Response, 8 HARv. ENVTL L. REV. 89, 90 (1984) [herein-
after Search for International Response] (demonstrating the transboundary nature of
the acid rain problem by noting that the majority of emissions causing acid rain in
much of Europe and Canada originate in countries other than those suffering the
harm); Survey of National Responses, supra, at 2 (noting the transboundary nature of
the acid rain problem). But cf. Comment, The Applicability of Clean Air Act Section
115 to Canada's Acid Precipitation Problem, II B.C. ENVTL AFI. L. REV. 539, 540
(1984) [hereinafter Applicability of Section 115] (observing acid rain as a domestic as
well as a transboundary problem).
2. See Bankes & Saunders, Acid Rain: Multilateral and Bilateral Approaches to
Transboundary Pollution Under International Law, 33 U.N.B.L.J. 155, 155 (1984)
(observing that the transboundary acid rain problem is not limited to North America);
U.S. Legislators Surprised at Damage in Tour of France, Sweden, West Germany, 15
ENV'T REP. (BNA) No. 20, at 767 (Sept. 14, 1984) (documenting surprise of members
of Congress at the extent of the acid rain problem outside North America).
3. See, e.g., Fischer, Acid Rain: Deploying Private Damage Actions Against
Transboundary Polluters, 19 TRIAL 56, 57 (1983) (blaming the past century of North-
ern hemisphere industrialization for greater deleterious effects upon weather, including
acid rain); Clapham, Coal, Cars and Questions: Knowns and Unknowns About Acid
Rain, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 35 (citing natural sources for 40-60% of sulfur
emissions worldwide, but for less than 10% of such acid rain-causing emissions in in-
dustrial areas); Zhao & Sun, Air Pollution and Acid Rain in China, 15 Arlflo 2, 2-5
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tal groups and national and multinational agencies have not success-
fully limited the deleterious effects of transboundary acid rain.4 Despite
efforts of industrial nations, the United States vigorously resists strin-
gent transboundary acid rain controls.5 Indeed, rather than acting to
control industrial emissions blamed for causing acid rain,6 the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA), the United States government, and
industry officials continue to require only additional study of the prob-
lem and its transnational effects.7
In 1984, six states, joined by four environmental groups and four
individuals, brought suit against the EPA for failing to regulate Ameri-
can pollution causing acid rain-related damages in Canada. 8 In New
York v. Thomas,' the United States District Court for the District of
Columbia found that the EPA had a nondiscretionary duty to act and
obliged the EPA to control American sources of transboundary acid
rain.10 After complying with part of the court order, the EPA contin-
ued to deny its responsibilities."' The EPA appealed, and the Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia tersely reversed the detailed dis-
trict court decision on procedural grounds.1 2
(1986) (documenting air pollution and acid rain largely due to recent industrialization
in China, challenging notions that acid rain confounds only Western or developed
nations).
4. See Rosencranz, The International Law and Politics of Acid Rain, 10 DEN. J.
INT'L L. & P. 511, 516-17 (1981) (criticizing the various failed efforts to control trans-
boundary acid rain).
5. See infra notes 75, 100-15 and accompanying text (noting United States' opposi-
tion to transboundary acid rain controls).
6. See infra notes 14-15 and accompanying text (identifying industrial processes
creating emissions that cause transboundary acid rain).
7. See infra notes 104-07 and accompanying text (discussing policies reflecting the
EPA's reluctance to recognize the responsibility of United States industries for trans-
boundary acid rain); cf. Beach, An Industrial Perspective, Proceedings, supra note 1,
at 51-55 (noting scientific uncertainty surrounding transboundary acid rain and empha-
sizing the cost of controls, particularly if based upon inadequate research).
8. New York v. Ruckelshaus, complaint filed, March 20, 1984, cited in Six States,
Environmental Groups Sue EPA to Force Action on Midwest Sulfur Emissions, 14
ENV'T REP. (BNA) No. 47, at 2087 (Mar. 23, 1984).
9. Thomas v. New York, 613 F. Supp. 1472 (D.D.C. 1985), revd, 802 F.2d 1443
reh'g denied (D.C. Cir. 1986), petition for cert. filed, 55 U.S.L.W. 3608 (U.S. Feb. 23,
1987) (No. 86-1373).
10. Id. at 1477.
11. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472 (D.D.C. 1985), appeal filed, cited in
EPA Appeals Federal District Court Requiring Acid Rain Control, Seeks More Time,
16 ENV'T RaP. (BNA) No. 22, at 940 (Sept. 27, 1985) (noting the EPA's appeal after
the district court refused a request for an extension of court-mandated deadlines); see
Thomas v. New York, ENVTL. L. REP. (ENVTL. L. INsT.) ELR Doc. [1119], PEND.
LIT. 65905 (digesting the briefs of all parties to the case on appeal).




Part I of this Comment examines the transboundary acid rain prob-
lem, noting the various national, multilateral, and bilateral controls
adopted to reduce its harmful environmental effects. Part II discusses
the district court and court of appeals decisions in New York v.
Thomas. Finally, Part III highlights alternatives to court-compelled
environmental control, but vindicates the district court's role in
Thomas. This Comment concludes that means of controlling trans-
boundary acid rain theoretically superior to court order are not useful
in practice if authorities well-placed to adopt preferable controls are
unwilling to do so. Therefore, judicial control of transboundary acid
rain remains essential so long as the EPA denies its responsibility by
doubting Thomas.
I. TRANSBOUNDARY ACID RAIN-NATIONAL AND
MULTINATIONAL CONTROLS
A. WHY STOP THE RAIN?
Acid rain describes a four part meteorological and chemical pro-
cess. 13 Once chemical precurgors, sulfur oxides (SOx)14 and nitrogen
oxides (NOx),15 are emitted and transported in the atmosphere,"0 they
13. See Martin, Acid Rain From Source to Receptor, Proceedings, supra note 1, at
16 (describing the processes of emission, transportation, transformation and deposition
that comprise acid rain).
14. See UNITED STATES-CANADA RESEARCH CONSULTATION GROUP, THE
L.R.T.A.P. PROBLEM IN NORTH AMERICA: A PRELIMINARY OVERVIEW 1 (1979) [here-
inafter RESEARCH OVERVIEW] (documenting that sulfur oxides-primarily sulfur diox-
ide (SO)-emitted through fossil fuel burning processes account for roughly two-
thirds of the emissions that cause transboundary acid rain). Ohio, the leading SO,
emitting state, has only .25% of the world's population but contributes 4% of the
world's non-natural sulfur emissions. Clapham, supra note 3, Proceedings, supra note
1, at 35. Coal burning utility plants emit most of the sulfur dioxide in the United
States. Non-ferrous smelters, including Ontario's International Nickel Co. (INCO)
plant, until recently the largest SO2 source in North America, produce most of Ca-
nada's sulfur dioxide emissions. RESEARCH OVERVIEW, supra, at 6. Canadian SO,
emissions contributing to transboundary acid rain in the United States are roughly less
than one-fourth as great as the United States emissions reaching Canada. Id.
15. See RESEARCH OVERVIEW, supra note 14, at 1 (noting that nitrogen oxides
(NOx) comprise approximately one-third of the emissions contributing to acid rain in
North America).
Nitrogen oxides are expected to contribute at least one-half of the acid rain in North
America with the increased use of motor vehicles and electric utilities-the most com-
mon sources of NOx. SECOND REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES-CANADA RESEARCH
CONSULTATION GROUP ON THE LONG RANGE TRANSPORT OF AIR POLLUTANTS 3-4
(Nov. 1980) (noting faster increases in NOx emissions and their causes). The increas-
ing role of NOx emissions in causing acid rain prompted international attempts to con-
trol their sources. See Whelan, Policy Implications of Acidification, 15 AM.tmo 251
(1986) (observing the emphasis on nitrogen oxides at the May 1986 Economic Com-
mission for Europe (ECE) Conference on Acidification and its Implications); see also
19871
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eventually transform into acidic substances. 17 Precipitation or dry depo-
sition then brings the acidic substances to earth. 8 The emission and
deposition of acid rain are the more easily understood and potentially
controllable stages of the destructive cycle.19 Conversely, the distant
transportation and complex transformation of acid rain components
create the appearance, if not the reality, of an uncontrollable menace.20
New Process Could Cut Urban Smog, Acid Rain, Wash. Post, Dec. 18, 1986, at A20,
col. I (describing ongoing research to produce advanced catalytic converters to remove
NOx from automotive and industrial exhausts).
16. See Cowling, supra note 1, Proceedings, supra note I, at 25 (observing that
prevailing wind currents may carry emissions hundreds or even thousands of miles,
without regard to national boundaries).
Scientists cite American sulfur emissions as the cause of the Arctic haze that is
2,000 miles from emission sources. Rosencranz, supra note 4, at 511 n.2. The mobility
of emissions not only magnifies the acid rain problem's international scope, but also
severely challenges scientific means of tracing the pollution. See Clapham, supra note
3, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 34-35 (describing the inherent scientific difficulties of
tracing emissions over long distances). Observers criticize the use of tall smokestacks to
dissipate the local effects of pollution as contributing to the distant damages of trans-
boundary acid rain. See Wetstone, Air Pollution Control Laws in North America and
the Problem of Acid Rain and Snow, 10 ENVTL. L. REP. (ENVTL. L. INST.) 50,001,
50,010 (1980) (citing tall smokestack contribution to acid rain-causing emissions
dispersion).
17. See Wetstone, supra note 16, at 50,001-02 (noting the series of reactions,
through which SO, and NOx become sulfate and nitrate molecules and, upon contact
with atmospheric or ground water moisture, sulfuric and nitric acid). The transforma-
tion is so complicated, even a "simple model" of the reactions involves forty "simulta-
neous chemical equations." Martin, supra note 13, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 17-18.
18. See Cowling, supra note 1, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 24 (noting that acid
rain incorporates both wet and dry deposition). Thus, "acid rain" is technically a mis-
nomer. Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 157. Dry deposition of sulfate and nitrate
particles is less easily detected than wet, which requires fog or some measurable form
of precipitation, but also allows transformation into sulfuric and nitric acid upon con-
tact with ground moisture. Wetstone, supra note 16, at 50,002.
19. Compare Roberts, Introductory Remarks, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 6-7
(positing the necessity and feasibility of quantitative emissions reduction and citing
Ontario's efforts to compel the INCO smelter to reduce SO, emissions) with infra note
39 and accompanying text (detailing various qualitative technical acid rain controls
such as flue gas desulfurization scrubbers). Efforts to counteract acid deposition by
adding acid-neutralizing substances, such as liming waters harmed by acid rain, have
had limited success. Compare ENVIRONMENT '82 COMMITTEE, SWEDISH MINISTRY OF
AGRICULTURE, ACIDIFICATION TODAY AND TOMORROW 118-32, 194-202 cited in Sur-
vey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 11-12 (noting major benefits of the Swed-
ish liming program, despite its inability to prevent particularly sudden or extensive
harms in Swedish lakes) with Wetstone, supra note 16, at 50,002-03 (noting likely
permanence of acidification damage because neither expensive liming nor any other
complete remedy has been found) and Clear Goals Called Key to Success of Programs
to Lime Waters, 16 ENV'T REP. (BNA) No. 30, at 1418 (Nov. 22, 1985) (noting
American liming efforts and their inability to neutralize acid permanently or to remove
toxic metals).
20. Compare Beach, supra note 7, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 54-55 (denying the
correlation between industrial emissions and distant acidification damages) with NA-
TIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, ATMOSPHERE-BIOSPHERE INTERACTIONS: TOWARD A
ACID RAIN
Transboundary acid rain causes diverse environmental hazards that
may affect the entire biological chain,2" primarily by over-acidifying
ground and water.22 These hazards include destroyed aquatic life and
habitats,23 stunted crop and forest growth,24 and, on an industrial level,
BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE ECOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF FOSSIL FUEL COMi-
BUSTiON 3 (1981) quoted in Fischer, supra note 3, at 57-58 (precluding industrial de-
nial of responsibility for transboundary acid rain).
21. See United States-Canada Memorandum of Intent on Transboundary Air Pol-
lution, Executive Summary, Work Group 1, at 1-4 to 1-6, 1-16 to 1-18 (Feb. 1983)
(noting that the exact effects of acid rain are not fully known and that harms may
extend to other objects in the food chain, but that evidence linking acid rain to animals
beyond aquatic life, particularly humans, is largely unclear); Cowling, supra note 1,
Proceedings, supra note 1, at 25-26 (observing that effects upon vegetation have only
been conclusively proven with simulated acid precipitation in controlled laboratory ex-
periments); cf. Clifton, Quebec's Acid Rain Harvest, N.Y. Times, Nov. 1, 1986, at
A31, col. 1 (describing the result of acidification damages to soil micro-organisms,
crops, leaves, trees, and fish as a devastated "war zone").
22. See RESEARCH OVERVIEW, supra note 14, at 1 (noting that normal rain con-
tains a weak acid that reduces its pH from 7 (neutral or distilled water) to 5.6, but
results in no adverse effects). Acid rain commonly has a pH of four, and is 40 times
more acidic than "clean" rain. Id. Rain falling in parts of the Eastern United States
and Canada now regularly has a pH level of 3.5. Cowling, Proceedings, supra note 1,
at 25. Precipitation in West Virginia was once recorded at pH 1.5. How Many More
Lakes Have to Die, CAN. TODAY, Feb. 1981, 2, 2 [hereinafter How Many Lakes].
23. See How Many Lakes, supra note 22, at 5-7 (noting that acidification destroys
organisms converting aquatic vegetation into nutrients, causing water animals to
starve). Acidification also leaches toxic metals from soil and interferes with fish repro-
duction, making lakes uninhabitable and fish extinct. Cowling, supra note 1, Proceed-
ings, supra note 1, at 25; cf. Campbell, Maitland & Lyle, Brown Trout Deformities:
An Association with Acidification?, 15 AMinio 244, 244-45 (1986) [hereinafter Brown
Trout Deformities] (suggesting a link between acidification of Scottish waters with nu-
merous growth abnormalities in local fish).
Even assuming aquatic organisms could adapt to gradual acidification, they could
not survive "acid shock" when spring thaw suddenly melts accumulated acidified snow.
Comment, Who'll Stop the Rain?: Resolution Mechanisms for US.-Canadian Trans-
boundary Pollution Disputes, 12 DEN. J. INT'L L. & POL'Y 51, 58 (1982) [hereinafter
Resolution Mechanisms]. By creating thousands of "dead lakes," transoundary acid
rain imposes severe costs on those dependent upon commercial fishing and tourism in
receptor nations. See Howard, The Economic Impact, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 42-
43 (emphasizing economic costs of acid rain damages to offset costs of emission con-
trols emphasized by government and industry).
24. See Cowling, Proceedings, supra note I, at 25-26 (reviewing experimental acid-
ification damages to plants while conceding that crop and forest damage are not as
clearly linked to the acidification problem as aquatic harms). Transoundary acid rain
damage to trees occurred even in areas such as West Germany, that have suffered little
aquatic dislocation. Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 38-40 (docu-
menting early West German findings linking acid rain with extensive forest damage).
The indirect economic costs of transboundary acid are extensive, particularly because
many of the worst hit receptor nations depend on forestry. See Howard, supra note 23,
Proceedings, supra note 1, at 43-44 (noting economic losses to forest interests, as well
as fishing, tourism, and property value losses caused by acid rain); see also Roberts,
supra note 19, Proceedings, supra note I, at 6 (citing devastating economic effects
upon the lumber-dependent Canadian economy if acid rain damage continues
unabated).
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eroded manufactured exterior surfaces. 25 Recent evidence of acidifica-
tion causing toxic metals to leach into drinking water supplies dashed
the hope that humans could escape direct physical harm.26 Finally,
greater geologic sensitivity of North American and European soils ex-
acerbates the disastrous effect of transboundary acid rain.27 Moreover,
depletion of natural acid-buffering ability in the areas hardest hit ac-
celerates transboundary acid rain damages.2"
Unlike direct or local pollution,29 transboundary acid rain not only
limits precise assessment of causal responsibility, 0 but also eludes the
control of traditional regional or national pollution abatement stat-
utes.3 1 Peripatetic transboundary acid rain also undermines concerted
25. See, e.g., Roberts, supra note 19, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 5 (recounting
acidification-caused property damage to historic buildings-including that of the Cana-
dian Parliament); Howard, supra note 23, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 44 (estimating
that as early as 1979 acid rain caused two billion dollars in damage to property exteri-
ors each year in the United States alone); Whelan, Environmental News in Brief. Acid
Rain, 15 AMBIo 245, 245 (1986) (citing Swedish Minister for Environment and Energy
Birgitta Dahl's estimate of $5 billion of acidification-caused corrosion damages each
year in Sweden). See generally MATERIALS DEGRADATION CAUSED BY ACID RAIN (R.
Baboian ed. 1986) (American Chemical Society Symposium Series 318) (detailing the
measurement, effects upon metals, masonry, and organic surfaces, and economic conse-
quences of acid deposition).
26. See Howard, supra note 23, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 44 (citing one EPA
estimate of $17 billion in American health costs each year due only to SOz emissions);
see also Hamilton, Health Issues, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 47-50 (noting that
transboundary acid rain caused toxic metals to leach into drinking water and pass
through the food chain). These toxic metals may cause human health hazards at least
as dangerous as traditional respiratory harms from excessive sulfur emissions. Id.; EN-
VIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND, NEW YORK CITY'S WATER SUPPLY: ACID DEPOSITION,
INORGANIC POLLUTION, AND THE CATSKILL RESERVOIRS (1986), cited in EDF LETTER,
Dec. 1986, at 3 (analyzing the threat acidification poses to the integrity of New York
City's water supply and human health hazards that may ensue).
27. Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 158-59; accord Wetstone, supra note 16,
at 50,002 (basing Canadian geologic sensitivity to transboundary acid rain damages on
the natural absence of acid-neutralizing substances such as calcium and limestone);
Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 1, 3 (noting geologic sensitivity in
Scandinavia and other areas of Europe most acutely harmed by transboundary acid
rain).
28. See Resolution Mechanisms, supra note 23, at 58, 60 (discussing the exhaus-
tion of limited natural buffering ability and noting the 40-70% depletion of such buffer-
ing ability in Eastern Canada).
29. See Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 90-91 (describing
transboundary acid rain as a "challenging international test case" more difficult to con-
trol than pollution easily traced to a specific polluter or close to international borders).
30. Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 159; see also Fischer, supra note 3, at 59
(suggesting a percentage contribution to aggregate harm means of assigning liability
for causing transboundary acid rain).
31. See Fischer, supra note 3, at 58-59 (advocating private litigation to remedy the
inability of traditional legislative means to control transboundary acid rain); cf. Com-
ment, Judicial Recourse Against Foreign Air Polluters: A Case Study of Acid Rain in
Europe, 9 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 143-44 (1985) [hereinafter Judicial Recourse] (urg-
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multinational controls, alienating "victim" receptor nations 2 from
more industrial emitter nations.33
B. NATIONAL TRANSBOUNDARY ACID RAIN CONTROLS
Many nations have attempted to control their contributions to trans-
boundary acid rain despite the limited efficacy of independent national
controls. The Scandinavian countries first suffered damages from trans-
boundary acid rain because of their location predominantly downwind
of Europe's most industrialized emitter nations and their limited natu-
ral geological buffering capacities.3 4 As a result, Scandinavians first
researched and publicized the deleterious transboundary effects of acid
rain.35 As comparatively small emitters of acid rain precursors, Scandi-
navian nations realized the limited benefit of their own emissions re-
strictions.36 Nevertheless, Norway and Sweden, in particular, pioneered
ing Europeans to use private litigation against those responsible for transboundary acid
rain, given the failure of traditional public law solutions to the problem).
32. See infra notes 35-38 and accompanying text (noting the efforts of receptor
nations Norway and Sweden to control transboundary acid rain). Most notably Swe-
den, with over 18,000 acidified lakes, receptor nations include Canada and many Euro-
pean nations downwind of major industrial emitter nations. Survey of National Re-
sponses, supra note 1, at 2-3, 59. Such "victim" nations tend to notice damages sooner
and control most vigorously their own contributions to transboundary acid rain. Id. See
generally Search for International Response, supra note I (chronicling receptor na-
tions' continuing efforts to achieve transboundary acid rain controls in international
fora).
33. See Survey of National Responses, supra note I, at 60 (concluding that major
emitter nations are slower to notice domestic damages, to accept responsibility for for-
eign harms, and to control contributions to transboundary acid rain). Only Great Brit-
ain remains an unreceptive emitter nation; an abrupt reversal of policies towards trans-
boundary acid rain controls in West Germany and more cautious reconsideration of
such policies in the United States removed the two nations to an intermediate category
of "impacted emitter countries." Id. (categorizing industrial nations as receptor, im-
pacted emitter, or emitter by receptiveness to national and multinational controls of
trasboundary acid rain). But cf. infra notes 75, 100-15, 150-52 and accompanying
text (describing policies against control of transboundary acid rain that warrant classi-
fying the United States as an unrepentant major emitter nation and its cautious recon-
sideration as a delaying tactic). See generally Search for International Response,
supra note I (reviewing major emitter nations' rejection of specific substantive trans-
boundary acid rain controls proposed internationally, and highlighting the legacy of
forcing receptor nations to accept vague principles as ineffective compromises).
34. See Survey of National Responses, supra note I, at 5-6, 17, 54 (recognizing
Sweden and Norway particularly and "victim" receptor countries generally as the first
to suffer, notice, and control acidification damages).
35. See BOLIN, AIR POLLUTION ACROSS NATIONAL BOUNDARIEs: THE IMPACr ON
THE EN VIRONMENT OF SULFUR IN AIR AND PRECIPITATION (1971), cited in Search for
International Response, supra note 1, at 100 (Swedish report to the United Nations
first publicizing the transboundary acid rain problem); see also Cowling, supra note 1,
Proceedings, supra note 1, at 27-29 (noting that Scandinavian and some North Ameri-
can scientists conducted much of the early research on transboundary acid rain).
36. Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 6, 15, 59 (noting that Scandi-
1987]
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national efforts to control precursor emissions37 and to remedy the ef-
fects of previously deposited transboundary acid rain.38
Since the Scandinavian efforts of the 1970s, other affected nations
developed and applied various controls to limit the causes of trans-
boundary acid rain.39 Once made aware of the devastation wrought by
acidification on its precious Black Forest resource,40 even West Ger-
many, one of Europe's most prolific pollutant emitter nations,41 began
to reverse its long-standing opposition to transboundary acid rain
controls.4"
navian nations have adopted controls primarily to stimulate others to follow rather than
to benefit directly). But see id. at 20 (reiterating the Norwegian industry objection that
emissions controls of limited benefit to Norway are "expensive 'tokenism' ").
Canada also recognizes its inability to control acid rain merely by adopting its own
controls. See Roberts, supra note 19, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 6 (noting that at
least half of the acid rain falling in Canada originates in the United States); Robinson,
Physical Dimensions and Solutions of the Acid Rain Problem, Proceedings, supra note
1, at 11, 113 (recognizing Canada's ability to limit contributions to transboundary
acid rain, but that significant progress will require United States cooperation); cf.
Cuomo, Remarks: Address to the ALI-ABA Environmental Law Conference, 2 J.
LAND USE & ENVTL. L. 43, 45-46 (1986) (describing New York State acid rain con-
trol legislation as a model and strong signal, despite the limited relief the law provides
without similar legislation by major emitter states or the federal government).
37. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 7, 18-19 (documenting
national controls in Sweden and Norway, such as requiring the use of low-sulfur fuels,
to remove the economic incentive to pollute).
38. See supra note 19 (noting Sweden's extensive liming efforts to offset aquatic
acidification damages).
39. Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 54-55 (noting Switzerland's
strict automotive emissions control). The Netherlands has installed technological flue
gas "scrubbers" in emitting plants' smokestacks and imposed a Scandinavian-type tax
on high-sulfur fuel uses. Id. at 55. The tax not only removes the incentive to pollute,
but also reimburses investors in technological emissions controls and people harmed by
air pollution. Id. Complementing the world's strictest national SO2 and NOx emission
controls, Japan also instituted a pollution tax to compensate injured persons and in-
stalled desulfurization controls at more than 1,000 emissions sources. Id. at 57-58; cf.
Munson, Will Coal Research Clear the Air?, SIERRA, July-Aug. 1986, at 24 (discuss-
ing various clean coal technologies such as coal washing, flue gas scrubbing, fluidized
bed combustion and coal gasification undergoing further research in the United
States). Despite the "enormous promise" of the numerous clean coal technologies,
strict emissions requirements will better implement these technological controls than
subsidies to industry. Id. at 26.
40. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 38-40, 49-50 (citing the
discovery of extensive transboundary acid rain damages to as much as 35% of the
Black Forest and the increasing political pressure put on West German industry by the
Greens Party as responsible for the critical change in the West German position).
41. See id. at 37-38 (noting that despite air pollution regulations are among the
strictest in Europe, West Germany remains Western Europe's third largest emitter of
SO, and a significant contributor to Scandinavian acid rain).
42. See id. at 48 (citing West German progress in efforts to control sulfur dioxide
emissions). For example, West German technological emissions control innovations in-
clude the largest flue gas desulfurization capacity in Europe, and advanced develop-
ment and use of fluidized bed combustion systems in power plants. Id. The West Ger-
[VOL. 2:361
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Some of the world's most industrial countries, however, continue to
resist national and international controls. Great Britain,43 the United
States," and many Eastern European nations are among the industrial
nations less concerned with the effects of transboundary acid rain. 5 As
a prerequisite to controlling the problem, these countries demand pre-
cise, scientific proof that their emissions cause transboundary acid
rain.4" Emitter nations emphasize specific economic costs over the less
easily calculated environmental benefits of strict controls.47 Actions
man position regarding international transboundary acid rain controls also changed. Id.
at 51. Until recently, West Germany had supported British opposition to specific inter-
national controls in meetings of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment (OECD), Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), and European Economic
Community (EEC). Id. at 52-53. The West German reversal provides unprecedented
major industrial nation support for international transboundary acid rain controls and
"an example of how a nation fearing irreversible environmental effects can overcome
. . . the scientific uncertainty that so often immobilizes policy-makers." Id. See also
Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 107 & n.126, 109 (detailing the
surprising West German policy reversal at the 1982 Stockholm Conference on the
Acidification of the Environment). See generally Earl, Lessons from Germany in Con-
trolling Acid Rain, RENEWABLE RESOURCES J., Summer 1985, 3, 22-23 (providing in-
sights from West German progress in acid rain controls).
43. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 22 (observing that British
officials have not seriously considered transboundary acid rain). Despite pioneering
British research efforts on acidification generally and on technological "scrubbers"
emission controls as early as the 1930s, until recently no such controls had been in-
stalled in United Kingdom. Id. at 23-24, 28-29. Furthermore, British contributions to
transboundary acid rain-greater than any other European nation-results from de-
pendence upon coal and the tendency of its air pollution authority, the Alkali Inspec-
torate, to seek controls based on economic efficiency rather than environmental impact.
Id. at 21-22, 24-26, 31. Although underemphasized in British policy making, research-
ers continue to document domestic United Kingdom acidification damages. See Brown
Trout Deformities, supra note 23, at 244-45 (citing acid rain as a likely cause of brown
trout deformities and extinction in southwestern Scotland).
44. See infra notes 75, 100-15 and accompanying text (noting United States offi-
cials' resistance to transboundary acid rain controls).
45. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 53, 56-57, 60 (noting that
although Eastern European nations both suffer from and contribute to acidification
damages, they are still dependent upon high-sulfur coal and only recently demonstrated
concern about transboundary acid rain); see also Coal Fouls Air in Eastern Europe,
Wash. Post, Sept. 30, 1985 at Al, col. 5 (observing extreme SO2 and transboundary
acid rain damages in Czechoslovakia, Poland, and East Germany). But cf. Around the
World, 24 AMR/WATER POLLUTION REP. (Bus. PUBLISHERS, INC.) at 295 (July 28,
1986) (reporting a recently adopted five-year Czechoslovakian environmental clean-up
program, including 30% SO2 and NOx reductions and experimental coal desulfuriza-
tion projects).
46. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 32-33, 35-36, 60 (noting
British and other emitter nations' demand for strict proof of responsibility before
adopting national emissions controls).
47. See id. at 35-36, 60 (noting British and emitter nations' emphasis on the costs
as well as the uncertain foreign benefits of any plan to control domestic emissions caus-
ing transboundary acid rain); Beach, supra note 7, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 51-52
(providing a classic industrial cost-benefit objections to pollution controls).
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taken by the most industrialized emitter nations to avoid obvious do-
mestic air pollution, such as expanded reliance upon tall smokestacks,
aggravate the transboundary acid rain problem.""
Attempts to control transboundary acid rain have not been limited to
isolated national efforts by those harmed. 49 Because independent na-
tional controls could not substantially reduce the overall effects of
transboundary acid rain, receptor nations such as Norway and Sweden
coupled their national control efforts with demands for international
efforts to control the problem.50
C. INTERNATIONAL CONTROLS
The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment 1 was
one of the earliest international efforts to control transboundary pollu-
tion. The 1972 Conference successfully focused world attention on envi-
ronmental problems.52 Specifically, Principle 21 of the Conference's
48. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 22, 24, 27 (citing the use
of tall smokestacks as Great Britain's predominant means of reducing local SO2 -related
damages, despite the doubled responsibility of major emitters for overall British SO
contributions to transboundary acid rain, particularly in Scandinavia). The 1981 Alkali
Inspectorate Report documented insular official British satisfaction with tall stack dis-
persion, describing tall smokestacks as "adequate to protect the U.K. environment."
HEALTH & SAFETY ExEc., INDUSTRIAL AIR POLLUTION: HEALTH AND SAFETY, 1982,
at 22, cited in Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 27. The Report under-
scores the Inspectorate's lack of statutory authority to control British contributions to
international harms such as transboundary acid rain. Compare id. at 31 (noting the
Inspectorate's traditionally limited authority to establish new control requirements only
by refining existing standards to reflect improvements in technology) with infra notes
49-75 and accompanying text (noting the emerging principles of international law
designed to expand nations' abilities and responsibilities to control transboundary envi-
ronmental harms).
49. See, e.g., Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 157-78 (discussing recent inter-
national attempts to control and impose liability for transboundary air pollution);
Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 91-138 (discussing how interna-
tional organizations and conferences have attempted to reach cooperative solutions to
international air pollution problems); Rosencranz, supra note 4, at 512-17 (chronicling
efforts at international conferences and in international fora to control transboundary
acid rain).
50. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 4, 15 (noting Scandinavian
efforts to demonstrate their national controls as models for other national and interna-
tional responses); see also Mayer-Tasch, International Environmental Policy as a
Challenge to the National State, 15 AMMo 240, 243 (1986) (theorizing that if tradi-
tional sovereign nations are unable to resolve environmental crises, "they will have to
divest themselves of their sovereignty" and seek more international solutions).
51. United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, Stockholm, Sweden,
June 5-16, 1972.
52. See Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 92 (noting that al-
though the 1972 United Nations Conference on Human Environment in Stockholm




Declaration on the Human Environment 3 reaffirmed the right of na-
tions to use their natural resources freely, but limited the use of those
resources to a manner that does not damage any other nation's environ-
ment." This Principle and its theoretical underpinnings provided the
framework for subsequent international efforts to control trans-
boundary pollution.55
Soon after the United Nations Conference, the Organization for Ec-
onomic Cooperation and Development (OECD)"6 began to issue reports
and principles concerning transboundary and long-range transport of
air pollutants.57 OECD reports confirmed early Scandinavian research
53. Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment, Report of the United Na-
tions Conference on the Human Environment, Principle 21, at 7, U.N. Doc. A/Conf.
48/14 Rev. 1, reprinted in 11 I.L.M. 1420 (1972).
54. See id. (discussing the right of each nation to use its resources freely, but also
recognizing the responsibility of each nation to ensure that such use will not interfere
with and pollute other nations); see also Search for International Response, supra note
1, at 93 (noting the compromise between developing nations' demand for unfettered
growth and industrialized nations' desire to be free from the extraterritorial harms of
such exploitation).
55. See Rosencranz, supra note 4, at 512-13 (observing as the predecessors of Prin-
ciple 21 the Roman maxim sic utere tuo. et alienum non laedas, "use your own prop-
erty in such a manner as to not injure that of another," and the international legal
principles of the Trail Smelter Arbitration (U.S. v. Can.) 3 R. Int'l Arb. Awards 1911
(1938) and the Corfu Channel Case (Alb. v. U.K.) 1949 I.CJ. 4). Principle 21
adopted and advanced the substantive law of state responsibility, referred to as the
"neighbour principle." See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 161 (noting that the
"neighbour principle" requires a state to refrain from using resources in a way that
would injure another country). The theory Principle 21 advanced is also described as
the doctrine of "limited territorial sovereignty." See Resolution Mechanisms, supra
note 23, at 52-54 (noting the right of nations to use their resources freely, but also their
obligation to refrain from injuring others). But cf. Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at
163-64 (suggesting that Principle 21, may be too broad to be practical); Rosencranz,
supra note 4, at 513 (criticizing the limited practical utility of Principle 21, its ante-
cedents and progeny, particularly in the context of transboundary acid rain).
56. CONVENTION ON THE ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOIC COOPERATION AND DE-
VELOPMENT, Dec. 14, 1960 12 U.S.T. 1728, T.I.A.S. 4891; 888 U.N.T.S. 179 (recon-
stituting the Organization for European Economic Cooperation created in 1948).
Founding member nations established the OECD to promote economic strength and
prosperity in post-World War II Europe. Search for International Response, supra
note 1, at 93.
57. ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT, RECOM-
MENDATION ON PRINCIPLES CONCERNING TRANSFRONTIER POLLUTION (1974); see
Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 166 (describing OECD recommendations as non-
binding, but generally accepted and subject to subsequent "concretion" by member
states as in the ECE Convention); see also Search for International Response, supra
note 1, at 93-94 (noting that its publications established the OECD as the foremost
arena in the mid-1970s for multinational efforts to recognize and control the problem
of transboundary acid rain); Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 160 (discussing the
important role that the OECD played as a forum for the development of legal princi-
ples on transfrontier pollution). See generally Stein, The OECD Guiding Principles on
Transfrontier Pollution, 6 GA. J. INT'L CoiMP. L. 245 (1976) (detailing the OECD's
recommendations for dealing with transfrontier pollution).
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that transboundary acid rain causes environmental degradation."8 The
OECD developed guidelines for controlling transboundary air pollu-
tion. 59 Later, the OECD recommended that nations adopt duties of no-
tification, consultation, 0 and exchange of information."1 Finally it pro-
moted rights of "nondiscrimination" 6 2 and "equal access,' '6 3 and the
"Polluter Pays" principle.64
Despite the advances achieved by Principle 21 and the OECD, the
problem of transboundary acid rain remained free from specific inter-
national rules. Neither the majority of Scandinavian nations nor East-
ern European nations belonged to the European Economic Community,
the multinational group that could best control European trans-
boundary acid rain.6 5 As a result, those seeking international control of
58. See generally ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOP-
MENT, THE LONG RANGE TRANSPORT OF AIR POLLUTANTS: MEASUREMENTS AND
FINDINGS (1979) (confirming the existence of transboundary acidification harms hun-
dreds of miles from the nations responsible).
59. Guidelines for Action to Reduce Emissions of Sulphur Oxides and Particulate
Matter From Fuel Combustion in Stationary Sources, OECD Doc. C/74/16 (Final)
(1974). The 1974 Guidelines suggested the installation of control technology, general
use of low sulfur fuel and also limiting the use of higher sulfur fuel to sources with tall
smokestacks. Id; see Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 95, 97 (noting
revision of 1974 Guidelines in 1978 Clean Fuel Supply Report, which found low sulfur
fuel use inadequate without desulfurization technology, and repudiated earlier support
for tall smokestacks as a means of reducing emissions).
60. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 164, 166-68 (observing that interna-
tional agreements have adopted and expanded the duty to notify and consult those
potentially harmed by transfrontier pollution). It is not clear, however, whether the
related, more useful duty to negotiate has become part of customary international law.
Id. at 168.
61. See id. at 165-70 (noting that the duty of information exchange, including joint
monitoring of transboundary pollution, gives meaning to the duty of notification and
consultation and the rights of "non-discrimination" and "equal access").
62. See id. at 169-70 (describing nondiscrimination as mandating that citizens of
receptor nations receive equal legal rights with respect to transboundary pollution as
citizens of the emitter nation); Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 96
(noting that all standards governing transfrontier polluters be applied with the same
stringency as those applied to domestic polluters).
63. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 164-71 (reporting that the procedural
right of equal access allows foreign nationals the same rights to participate in adminis-
trative and judicial proceedings as the polluting nation affords domestic citizens);
Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 96 (describing "equal access" as
extending the right of nondiscrimination to participation by foreigners harmed by
transboundary pollution in all administrative and judicial proceedings open to the emit-
ter nation's citizens).
64. See Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 96-97 (explaining that
the "Polluter Pays" principle requires polluters rather than government to afford pollu-
tion controls, thus internalizing the cost of pollution activities and eliminating the com-
petitive benefits of avoiding pollution control costs).
65. See id. at 100, 137 (noting the EEC's ability to establish binding emissions
limitations, but also the Community's limited membership).
Non-member nations such as Norway and Sweden have unsuccessfully petitioned the
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transboundary acid rain resorted to the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe (ECE).6 Two years of formal negotiations
yielded a compromise between Scandinavian insistence on specific
emission reduction and major emitter nations' refusal to agree beyond
broad policy outlines.6
The compromise resulted in the ECE Convention on Long-Range
Transboundary Air Pollution.6" The Convention's scope and its adop-
tion by both Eastern and Western European nations is unprecedented. 0
Nonetheless, its substantive provisions incorporated numerous qualifica-
tions and excluded specific emissions limitations.7 0 Instead of mandat-
EEC to establish substantial emissions restrictions. Id. at 118. Compare id. at 113-19
(noting the precedents of enforceable, though lax 1975 and 1980 EEC directives rele-
vant to transboundary acid rain) with Rosencranz, supra note 4, at 515 (criticizing the
lenient 1980 EEC SO2 directive because it would not require member nations' adoption
of new emissions controls or promise an overall reduction of transboundary acid rain).
66. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 171 (describing the founding of the
ECE as one of five U.N. Regional Economic Commissions in 1947, and its member-
ship, including Eastern and Western European nations and the United States and Ca-
nada). The ECE's broad membership makes it well suited to multilateral consideration
of transboundary pollution problems such as acid rain. Id. at 171. But cf. Search for
International Response, supra note 1, at 101 (citing the challenge of obtaining East-
West consensus as precluding significant substantive agreement within the ECE).
67. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 171 (describing the final draft of the
Convention as a compromise between the Scandanavian countries on the one hand and
West Germany and the United Kingdom on the other); Search for International Re-
sponse, supra note 1, at 101 & n.91 (detailing West German and British reluctance to
enter into any agreement requiring either a ceiling or a percentage rollback of emis-
sions); Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 35 (noting initial West German
and British opposition to any specific emissions reduction); see also id. at 35 n.162
(noting Britain's agreement to increase its reliance on nuclear power in an attempt to
decrease sulfur emissions); Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 102-03
& n.96 (detailing how the British estimation that it could comply with general goals
without having to change planned energy policies and the West German realization
that the Convention was non-binding overcame these nations' initial opposition to the
Convention).
68. 1979 Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution, U.N. Doe.
ECE/GE 79-42960, reprinted in 18 I.L.M. 1442 [hereinafter 1979 LRTAP Conven-
tion]. See generally Rosencranz, The ECE Convention on Long-Range Transboundary
Air Pollution, 75 AM. J. INTL L. 975 (1981) (discussing the implications of the ECE
Convention).
69. See 18 I.L.M. 1442, 1442 n.* (noting that 31 of the 34 ECE nations had signed
the Convention as of late 1979; only Albania, Cyprus, and Malta had not signed by
that time); see also Search for International Response, supra note I, at 100 (describ-
ing the Convention as the first environmental accord between Europe and North
America, and as the first multilateral agreement to focus solely on transboundary air
pollution).
70. See 1979 LRTAP Convention, supra note 68, at art. 2, 18 I.L.M. 1442, 1443
(urging Convention signatories to "endeavour to limit and, as far as possible, gradu-
ally reduce" emissions causing transboundary air pollution) (emphasis added); see also
Judicial Recourse, supra note 31, at 155 (criticizing qualifications of Convention Arti-
cle 2 that make it "unenforceable"); Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 173 (criti-
cizing the emphasis on further research for its potential as a stalling tactic to avoid
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ing emission controls, the ECE Convention recommened further study
of the problem.71 Albeit weak on substantive pollution controls,72 the
Convention did expand procedural rights of parties to assist in negotiat-
ing future transboundary acid rain controls. 73 The Convention required
exchange of information, monitoring of emissions, and consultations
among Convention signatories, 74 and created an Executive Body for
formal cooperation.7 5 Even if the Convention failed to adopt significant
controls of transboundary acid rain, it represented the increasing will-
ingness of industrial nations to develop control methods.
D. NORTH AMERICAN NATIONAL AND BILATERAL CONTROLS
While a consensus developed in Europe, transboundary acid rain
posed an increasing and unprecedented threat to historically cordial
Canadian-American relations. 76 The North American transboundary
substantive transboundary acid rain controls).
71. See 1979 LRTAP Convention, supra note 68, at art. 7, 18 I.L.M. 1442, 1444-
45 (specifying that Convention signatories conduct research and development "as ap-
propriate to their needs" in six areas of concern to transboundary pollution). But see
Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 173 (criticizing the Convention's emphasis on
further research for its potential as a stalling tactic to avoid substantive transboundary
acid rain controls).
72. See Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 105 (noting that the
Convention made little substantive progress beyond customary international law and
the 1972 Stockholm Declaration); Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 173-74 (noting
that the Convention preamble omits any reference to definite standards for emissions of
transboundary acid rain damages).
73. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 174-75, 178 (praising the numerous
procedures developed in the Convention conducive to subsequent expansions of the sub-
stantive law of transboundary pollution control); Search for International Response,
supra note 1, at 105 (describing procedural developments of the ECE Convention).
74. 1979 LRTAP Convention, supra note 68, at arts. 3-5, 8 (Exchange of Informa-
tion), 9 (Monitoring), 18 I.L.M. 1442, 1443-47.
75. 1979 LRTAP Convention, supra note 68, at art. 10, 18 I.L.M. 1442, 1447
(establishing and describing the mandate of the Executive Body). In 1983 the First
Executive Body meeting in Geneva evidenced recent West German support for Scandi-
navian proposed specific emissions reductions of 30%. See Search for International Re-
sponse, supra note 1, at 107 & n.126, 111 (noting West German support for emissions
controls at the 1983 ECE Convention Executive Body Meeting, support first mani-
fested at the 1982 Stockholm Conference on the Acidification of the Environment).
Remaining emitter-nation opposition to specific controls offset the benefits of the Ger-
man turnaround. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 176-77 (observing the con-
tinuing resistance to specific emissions reductions that forced the Executive Body to
issue a non-numerical compromise on reducing emissions). Recognition of the need to
reduce emissions, exceeding the substance of the original Convention, nearly achieved
consensus; only the United States refused to support the vague compromise. Id. at 177-
78. See Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 112 (noting international
disappointment that the United States would not support the non-specific compromise).
76. See Resolution Mechanisms, supra note 23, at 51 (noting that the trans-
boundary acid rain issue threatens historically amicable relations between Canada and
the United States and the nations' "awareness of common heritage").
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acid rain dispute specifically contrasted with traditionally cooperative
resolution of international pollution disputes by the two nations." As
evidence of transboundary acid rain mounted, so did Canadian frustra-
tion with American statutory inability and official unwillingness to con-
trol its contributions to acidification damage in Canada. 8
Statutory control of United States air pollution is codified in the
Clean Air Act. 9 Section 115,80 however, is the only section of the Act
that directly governs the transboundary effects of acid rain.81 Section
77. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 179 (noting that contentious treat-
ment of transboundary acid rain undermined the traditional cooperation that marked
Canadian-American resolution of international pollution disputes). Although not in-
tended primarily to resolve transboundary pollution disputes, the Boundary Waters
Treaty of 1909 helped Canada and the United States resolve such disputes for over 70
years, particularly through the International Joint Commission (IJC) established under
the Treaty. Id. at 179-80; see Roberts, supra note 19, Proceedings, supra note I, at 2-4
(reviewing the historically important role of the IJC in resolving Canadian-American
environmental disputes); Comment, Beyond the Bargaining Table: Canada's Use of
Section 115 of the United States Clean Air Act to Prevent Acid Rain, 16 CORNELL
INT'L L.J. 193, 200 & n.37 [hereinafter Beyond Bargaining](describing the role of the
IJC in Canadian-American environmental dispute resolution). The IJC helped resolve
the Trail Smelter dispute of the 1930s and early 1940s. Bankes & Saunders, supra
note 2, at 179. The IJC also provided the basis for the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreements of 1972 and 1978. Id. at 181-84; Roberts, supra note 19, Proceedings,
supra note 1, at 2-4. Canada and the United States could use the relatively apolitical
IJC to resolve the transboundary acid rain problem. Id. at 5; Bankes & Saunders,
supra note 2, at 184. But cf. id. at 180 (regarding the problem as too political); Rob-
erts, supra note 19, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 4 (preferring a negotiated settlement
under the Memorandum of Intent to resolve the transboundary acid rain controversy).
78. See Resolution Mechanisms, supra note 2, at 55 & nn.25-27 (noting Canadian
official and public protests against United States lax control of transboundary acid
rain). See generally Blackwell, Acid Rain.: A Corrosive Problem in Canadian-Ameri-
can Relations, 47 SASK. L. REV. 1 (1982) (documenting existing Canadian frustration
with United States inactivity against acid rain aggravated by the failure to reach a
negotiated settlement).
79. Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401 et seq. (Supp. IV 1980). The heart of the
Act are the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), id. at § 7409 (Clean
Air Act § 109), which EPA promulgated for several pollutants, including SO, and
NOx. States submit State Implementation Plans (SIP) for EPA approval, advising the
EPA how they will prevent air quality from exceeding the NAAQS for each pollutant.
Id. at § 7910 (Clean Air Act § 110). Under certain limited circumstances, the EPA
may require a state with too lenient a plan to revise its SIP. Id. at § 7410(a)(2)(H)(2)
(Clean Air Act § 110(a)(2)(H)(2)).
80. See id. at § 7415 (Clean Air Act § 115) (providing the only part of the Clean
Air Act specifically addressing international pollution). Unlike much of the Act, lim-
ited to specific NAAQS regulated pollutants, section 115 concerns any type of United
States air pollution causing endangerment in another country. See Applicability of
Section 115, supra note 1, at 570 (noting that the broad language of section 115 gov-
erns any emissions from the United States that affects public health or welfare in a
foreign country).
81. See, e.g., Applicability of Section 115, supra note 1, at 560-68 (discussing the
meager relief from transboundary acid rain available elsewhere in the Clean Air Act
and the improbability of amendments providing more substantial relief in the future);
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115 requires control of air pollution if a duly constituted international
agency report or request of the Secretary of State gives an EPA Ad-
ministrator reason to believe that United States pollution endangers
foreign health or welfare.82 If the nation harmed by American pollution
affords the United States reciprocal rights, 3 the EPA must restrict
emissions contributing to the endangerment.8 Despite the expressed
Note, Acid Rain and the Clean Air Act: Agency Inaction and the Need for Legislated
Reform, 6 VA. J. NAT. RESOURCES L. 213, 214-15 (1986) [hereinafter Agency Inac-
tion] (criticizing the local and regional emphasis of the Clean Air Act for its inability
to control long-range pollution); Ward, The Winners and Losers on Drew Lewis' Acid
Rain Seesaw, 4 ENVTL. F., Mar. 1986, at 25, 27 (quoting report of United States Acid
Rain Special Envoy Drew Lewis "that 'there are several reasons why the Clean Air
Act, as presently written, is not an especially good tool for controlling transboundary
air pollution' "). But cf. Edwards, Through the Crevices: Acid Rain and the Clean Air
Act, 11 OHIo N.U.L. REv. 671, 673, 753 (1984) (noting that the existing Clean Air
Act provides numerous means to control acid rain, but that the current unwillingness of
the EPA to use these means either as intended or in new ways discussed elsewhere in
the article might require additional legislation to control the problem).
Further United States legislative efforts have failed to adopt stricter controls of
transboundary acid rain due to disagreements on funding and ambivalence, if not hos-
tility, from industry and the Reagan administration toward such controls. See Stafford
Offers Acid Rain Legislation, Says Industry Has Stalled Control Efforts, 17 ENV'T
REP. (BNA) No. 38, at 1564 (Jan. 16, 1987) (reporting Sen. Stafford's (R.-Vt.) most
recent acid rain control bill and his observation that industries responsible for acid rain
have precluded efforts to legislate controls "for six years, 'despite an overwhelming
body of evidence their lakes and streams are dying.' "); Waxman Drafting Acid Rain
Control Plan, Says He Will Consider Revising Toxics Bill, 16 ENV'T REP. (BNA) No.
24 at 1253 (Nov. 15, 1985) (noting earlier efforts by Rep. Waxman (D.-Calif.) to
adopt legislation to control the problem). Rep. Waxman noted that EPA and presiden-
tial policy "has been to study the problem to the point where they have almost no
credibility left." Id.
82. 42 U.S.C. § 7415(a) (Clean Air Act § 115(a)) (Supp. IV 1980).
Whenever the Administrator, upon receipt of reports, surveys or studies from any
duly constituted international agency has reason to believe that any air pollutant
or pollutants emitted in the United States cause or contribute to air pollution
which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger health or welfare in a foreign
country or whenever the Secretary of State requests [the Administrator] to do so
with respect to such pollution which the Secretary of State alleges is of such a
nature, the Administrator shall give formal notification thereof to the Governor
of the State in which such emissions originate.
Id.
83. See id. § 7415(c) (Clean Air Act § 115(c)) (Supp. IV 1980). "This section
shall apply only to a country which the Administrator determines has given the United
States essentially the same rights with respect to the prevention or control of air pollu-
tion occurring in that country as is given that country by this section." Id.; see also
New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1483-84 (D.D.C. 1985) (constituting the
first finding of reciprocity under section 115 by a United States court), rev'd on other
grounds, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
84. 42 U.S.C. § 7415(b) -(Clean Air Act § 115(b)) (Supp. IV 1980).
The notice of the Administrator shall be deemed to be a finding under section
7410(a)(2)(H)(ii) of this title which requires a plan revision with respect to so
much of the applicable implementation plan as is inadequate to prevent or elimi-
nate the endangerment referred to in subsection (a) of this section. Any foreign
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reference of section 115 to international air pollution, its multifaceted
threshold deterred EPA action.8 5
Although evidence of endangerment of Canadian health and welfare
existed in the late 1970s, 8 it was not cognizable under section 115. No
action could proceed until a duly constituted international agency re-
port provided the EPA with cause to find that United States emissions
produced acidification damage in Canada. 7 In 1980, an International
Joint Commission (IJC) report gave evidence of transboundary acid
rain damage in Canada.8"
For recognition under section 115, Canada was obliged to provide
reciprocal rights to the United States."" Angered by transboundary acid
rain damage caused by United States emissions, Canada acted aggres-
sively to prevent further harm.90 In addition to domestic emissions re-
strictions, Canada amended its Clean Air Act91 to provide the neces-
country so affected by such emission of pollutant or pollutants shall be invited to
appear at any public hearing associated with any revision of the appropriate por-
tion of the applicable implementation plan.
Id. See Applicability of Section 115, supra note 1, at 571 (noting the duty of the
Administrator to notify the governor of the polluting state). Such notification consti-
tutes a finding of an inadequate SIP and requires its revision. Id.; see also Beyond
Bargaining, supra note 77, at 209 (noting replacement of required international confer-
ence under section 115's predecessor, section 102, with the State Implementation Plan
revision process in the 1977 Clean Air Act amendments).
85. See Applicability of Section 115, supra note 1, at 569, 572 (describing section
115 as ambiguous, particularly in its reciprocity requirement, and noting its uncertain
legal utility because no court, as of 1984, had required action under section 115).
86. See Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 128 (citing evidence
available since 1977 of transboundary acid rain damages in Canada).
87. 42 U.S.C. § 7415(a) (Clean Air Act § 115(a)) (Supp. IV 1980) (establishing
requirements for official cognizance of transboundary air pollution).
88. International Joint Commission, Seventh Annual Report on Great Lakes Water
Quality (1980).
The IJC issued the Seventh Annual Report pursuant to its monitoring responsibili-
ties under the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreements. See supra note 77 (describing
origin and historic role of IJC); Roberts, supra note 19, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 5
(noting the International Joint Commission's monitoring responsibilities and contem-
plating future IJC monitoring responsibilities in an agreement to control transboundary
acid rain negotiated under the Memorandum of Intent).
89. See 42 U.S.C. § 7415(c) (Clean Air Act § 115(c)) (Supp. IV 1980) (requiring
the existence of reciprocal rights for an official finding of transboundary air pollution
under section 115); see also supra note 83 and accompanying text (discussing the
Clean Air Act reciprocity requirement in section 115).
90. See Roberts, supra note 19, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 7-8 (citing increas-
ingly strict controls of INCO smelter emissions as evidence of Canadian willingness to
control its contributions to transboundary acid rain); Ontario Sulfur Dioxide Sources
Required to Reduce Emissions Substantially by 1994, 16 ENv'T. REP. (BNA) No. 34,
at 1627 (Dec. 20, 1985) (reporting additional controls undertaken by Ontario in its
"Countdown Acid Rain" program, including mandated emissions reductions by as
much as 67% by 1994).
91. 1970-1972 CAN. REV. STAT. ch. 47 (Canadian Clean Air Act), reprinted in 51
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sary reciprocity in December of 1980.92 Within weeks of the Canadian
amendment, departing EPA Administrator Douglas Costle reported
that on the basis of the IJC report, he believed that United States
emissions endangered Canadians' health and welfare. 3 Costle also
noted that the Canadian amendment offered the United States recipro-
cal rights with respect to transboundary air pollution.94 Costle recom-
mended giving notice to relevant states to prevent contributions to
transboundary acid rain in Canada.95
Action under section 115 did not seem necessary earlier in 1980
when Canada and the United States signed a Memorandum of Intent,"
to resolve their transboundary acid rain dispute.97 The historic context
of Canadian-American collaboration in resolving joint environmental
and boundary difficulties98 suggested a cooperative diffusion of the
INT'L ENV'T REP. REF. (BNA) 901.
92. See 1980 Can. Gaz. 1160 (Part III), reprinted in Resolution Mechanisms,
supra note 23, at 66 n.94 (amending section 21.1 of the Canadian Clean Air Act by
unanimous approval of the Canadian Parliament in December of 1980); see also Be-
yond Bargaining, supra note 77, at 217-22 (noting reciprocity purpose, legislative his-
tory, and text of amendment, and determining that discrepancies in scope and required
use between the Canadian Clean Air Act section 21.1 and United States Clean Air Act
section 115 should not preclude a finding of reciprocity between the two nations); Ro-
sencranz, supra note 4, at 516 (declaring that the result of the Canadian amendment
was to remove doubts as to the utility of section 115); Resolution Mechanisms, supra
note 23, at 66-67 (discussing the Canadian Amendment's intent to "mirror its Ameri-
can counterpart [to preclude] any speculation as to the extent of reciprocity granted").
93. See New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1486-93 (D.D.C. 1985) (apps. A
& B) (reprinting Administrator Costle's letters to Secretary of State Edmund Muskie
and Senator George Mitchell dated January 16, 1981). Id. at 1476, 1482-86 (discuss-
ing letters and press release dated January 16, 1981).
94. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1487-88, 1490-93 (apps. A & B)
(D.D.C. 1985); see also id. at 1483-84, 1486 (discussing Costle's temporary finding of
reciprocity and ordering current Administrator Thomas to determine whether Costle's
finding was still valid). The EPA found that Canada still provided reciprocity in Octo-
ber 1986. See infra note 146 (noting the EPA's finding of continued reciprocity).
95. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1492 (app. B) (D.D.C. 1985); see
also id. at 1484-86 (determining that Costle's findings mandated further EPA action
under Clean Air Act § 115). But cf. Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443, 1447-78
(D.C. Cir. 1986), rev'g 613 F. Supp. 1472 (D.D.C. 1985) (holding that EPA's subse-
quent failure to undertake concurrent notice and comment rule-making prevented
Costle's findings from having binding effect).
96. Memorandum of Intent on Transboundary Air Pollution, Aug. 5, 1980, United
States-Canada, 32 U.S.T. 2521, T.I.A.S. No. 9856. See Bankes & Saunders, supra
note 2, at 181-85 (discussing the origins of the Memorandum of Intent in the United
States-Canada Research Consultation Group on the Long-Range Transport of Air Pol-
lutants and its 1979 LRTAP Report).
97. Perley, Acid Rain: How Far Have We Come?, PROBE PosT, June 1986, at 22
[hereinafter Perley].
98. See supra note 77 (highlighting some of the historic milestones in Canadian-




Suspension of negotiations under the Memorandum of Intent in
1982, however, dashed hopes for negotiated bilateral solutions.100 In-
stead of agreeing to bilateral collaboration, Canada and the United
States clashed over whether to require more transboundary acid rain
studies before undertaking controls.10' Resulting political in-fighting 02
not only doomed a negotiated solution, but also jeopardized the cooper-
ation that traditionally highlighted Canadian-American problem
solving.103
Canadians blamed the breakdown of negotiations under the Memo-
randum of Intent on the Administration's reluctance to recognize
American environmental responsibility to control transboundary acid
rain.Y1 Canadian pressure for transboundary acid rain controls height-
ened in 1985, °5 resulting in the appointments of United States and
99. See Perley, supra note 97, at 22 (noting anticipated progress under the Memo-
randum of Intent). But see Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 184, 187 (describing
Memorandum of Intent-mandated bilateral negotiations as a more politicized means of
addressing transboundary acid rain than reference to the more neutral International
Joint Committee). The joint leadership of the Department of State and the Department
of External Affairs of the Coordinating Committee of the Work Groups established by
the Memorandum of Intent is an example of the more politicized process adopted
under the Memorandum of Intent. Id.; see Hornig, Book Review, Acid Rain and
Friendly Neighbors, 15 AN1I1o 312, 312-13 (1986) (noting that both countries' use of
government employees rather than less political representatives on Work Groups re-
duced the likelihood of successful negotiations under the Memorandum of Intent).
100. Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 192 (noting that formal negotiations
ended after United States officials rejected a Canadian-proposed 50% SO, emissions
reduction).
101. See id. at 188-91 (noting Impact Assessment Work Group conflict over
whether there is an immediate need for strict controls and Canadian and American
peer evaluations reaching contrary conclusions from identical Work Group reports).
102. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 188, n.135, 189-92 (noting conflicts
due to the Reagan administration's treatment of the original five Work Groups estab-
lished under the Memorandum of Intent). The administration eliminated one of the
original Work Groups, reassigned remaining American Work Group scientists, allowed
non-scientists to revise a draft report previously agreed to by American and Canadian
scientists, and submitted Work Group reports to the President's Office of Science and
Technology for "independent" peer evaluation. Id.
103. See id. at 192 (noting that political confrontation undermined the Memoran-
dum of Intent's appearance as the traditional cooperative means of resolving bilateral
disputes and the cooperative tradition itself).
104. See Perley, supra note 97, at 23 (noting Canadian anger at the Reagan ad-
ministration's role in the breakdown of negotiations); see also supra notes 100-03 and
accompanying text (noting the aftermath of negotiations following the signing of the
Memorandum of Intent).
105. See Perley, supra note 97, at 23 (citing Canadian speculation before the first
summit meeting whether new Prime Minister Mulroney could persuade President Rea-
gan even to acknowledge the acidification problem); see also The Acid Test of Friend-
ship, N.Y. Times, Mar. 16, 1986, at 24, col. 1 [hereinafter Acid Test] (noting Cana-
dian concern over President Reagan's policy only to study acid rain in 1985).
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Canadian Special Envoys to study the acid rain problem. 10 Tradition-
ally, the EPA preferred additional studies in lieu of requiring stringent
federal, state, 107 or international controls.108 The Reagan Administra-
tion's emphasis on minimally-intrusive environmental policy-making 0
106. See, e.g., Perley, supra note 97, at 23 (noting President Reagan's appointment
of a Special Envoy as a limited diplomatic concession frustrating environmentalists who
hoped for more direct control of transboundary acid rain); Acid Test, supra note 110,
at 24, col. I (citing Reagan's appointment of Drew Lewis as Special Envoy as an "act
of deference to Canadian concern"); Wentworth, Acid Rain in Your Own Backyard,
OUTDOOR AM., Summer 1986, at 12 (noting that Canadian pressure forced President
Reagan to appoint a Special Envoy to study transboundary acid rain).
107. See Applicability of Section 115, supra note 1, at 540 & n.12 (noting EPA
rejection of numerous downwind receptor states' requests to compel revision of mid-
western emitter State Implementation Plans to reduce interstate transboundary acid
rain). States have resorted with minimal success to court actions under Clean Air Act
sections 110 and 126 to compel SIP revision. Id. at 562-64 & n.150. The result is an
alienation of many receptor states from their own national government and sympathy
with Canada against transboundary acid rain. Wooley, Panel: Current Regulatory
Framework: Introductory Remarks, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 60 (New York As-
sistant Attorney General Wooley served as lead counsel for the named plaintiff in
Thomas). In their unwillingness to wait for tougher federal controls, some receptor
states have acted with the autonomy common to a Canadian province by instituting
separate state SO2 emissions restrictions. See Utilities Use of Scrubbers Predicted to
Lessen Sulfur Emissions If Required, 16 ENV'T REP. (BNA) No. 33, at 1604 (Dec.
13, 1985) (noting state acid rain controls in Wisconsin, New Hampshire, and New
York, based on states' unwillingness to wait for federal legislation); Schwarz, Acid
Rain, States Decide to Act; Implement Controls Despite Executive Branch, Congres-
sional Delays, THE LEADER (NAT'L WILDLIFE FED'N NEWSLETTER), May 1986, at 6-7
(detailing legislation or other programs in fourteen states to control acid rain). The
state programs vary greatly, but all are motivated by the absence of a more compre-
hensive federal program. Id. An interesting variation among state acid rain programs is
the conditionality of secondary SO, limitations; New York and New Hampshire would
require additional reductions in statewide SO emissions if national legislation requires
it, whereas Massachusetts would impose greater SO2 restrictions than already in effect
in the absence of federal legislation. Id. at 7; see also Cuomo, supra note 36, at 45-46
(describing New York state's acid control legislation as a "strong signal of our resolve"
to the Federal government); cf. Air Pollution: Administrative Law Judge Gives Go-
Ahead for Minnesota's Plan to Reduce Acid Rain, 17 ENV'T REP. (BNA) No. 10 at
364 (July 4, 1986) (noting approval of a complex state program to control acid rain
developed after Minnesota enacted an acid rain control bill in 1982); Perley, supra note
97, at 22 (noting the 1984 agreement of seven eastern Canadian provinces to reduce
SO2 emissions by 50% in ten years and 1985 action by the province of Quebec, "the
first Canadian administration to pass an acid rain control program which has the force
of law").
108. Agency Inaction, supra note 81, at 221 (explaining the EPA's emphasis upon
research and unwillingness to take regulatory control of acid rain).
109. See Wooley, supra note 104, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 61, 61 (noting
chronic nonenforcement and reversal of existing air pollution regulations, the enforce-
ment of which would be costly to the EPA and regulated industries, particularly during
the Reagan administration); cf. Beyond Bargaining, supra note 77, at 204-06 (citing
Administration draft bill for revised Clean Air Act allowing greater use of discredited
tall smokestacks, weakened EPA control of unapproved State Implementation Plans,
and expanded EPA power to exempt smelters from SO2 restrictions). Compare Beach,
supra note 7, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 51-52, 55 (discussing industry support of
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bolstered the EPA's and industries' demand that research prove the
cost-effectiveness of any transboundary acid rain controls.110 More spe-
cifically, the EPA discontinued former Administrator Costle's initiative
against transboundary acid rain under section 115 of the Clean Air
Act."'
As transboundary acid rain continued unabated and increased evi-
dence of its harmful effects came to light,' courts proved no more
active in remedying the problem than did Congress or the EPA. Diffi-
culties in proof of specific source causation blocked those harmed from
common law recovery.113 Causation obstacles persisted even as new
theories emerged as how to collect for transboundary acid rain dam-
ages.114 Statutory relief also seemed unavailable; the only court faced
with a challenge to Costle's Section 115 findings dismissed the case,
administration position demanding full scientific proof and emphasizing disparity be-
tween pollution control costs and benefits) with Beyond Bargaining, supra note 77, at
203 & n.59 (noting Canadian Minister of Environment Roberts' call for controls prior
to exhaustive further research and showing inconclusive evidence that preceeded the
adoption of the successful Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement).
110. See Beyond Bargaining, supra note 77, at 203 & n.58 (noting administration
policy of research before controls, supported by utility emitters fearful of regulation,
but conflicting with Canadian emphasis on the urgency of transboundary acid rain con-
trols); Applicability of Section 115, supra note 1, at 573 n.207 (criticizing the EPA for
its failure to implement any plan to control transboundary acid rain despite observing
that enough is known to act, that harms increase as research continues, and that re-
search plans are a "simple cloak for a policy of obstructionism"). Compare Bankes &
Saunders, supra note 2, at 190 (reporting findings of independent, multinational Cana-
dian peer review favoring "prompt action") with id. at 191 (discussing the United
States peer review conducted by the President's Office of Science and Technology
favoring more studies and warning against the deceptive appearance of immediate con-
trols as remedies to the problem).
111. See New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1477, 1484-86 (D.D.C. 1985)
(observing that Administrator Costle had recommended action under section 115, but
none of President Reagan's three EPA administrators continued the process or rede-
fined EPA policy by denying that Costle's letters constituted binding final action). Sub-
sequently, the EPA's failure to provide states implicated by Costle's section 115 find-
ings notice and comment rule-making procedures allowed a Federal court of appeals to
hold that Costle's findings did not bind the EPA to take further action. Thomas v. New
York, 802 F.2d 1443, 1447-48 (D.C. Cir. 1986), rev'g 613 F. Supp. 1472 (D.D.C.
1985).
112. See SWEDISH MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, THE 1982 STOCKHOUI CONFER-
ENCE ON ACIDIFICATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT (1982), cited in Search for Interna-
tional Response, supra note I, at 107 n.124, 108-10 (containing some of the most
authoritative evidence of transboundary acid rain harms).
113. See supra note 30 and accompanying text (observing the difficulties of proving
legal causation in the context of transboundary air pollution).
114. See generally Fischer, supra note 3 (advocating private damage actions
against governmental rather than against industrial emitter defendants, under a gen-
eral public duty to prevent transboundary harm theory); Judicial Recourse, supra note
31 (suggesting private damage actions to prod governments to recognize the illegality
of transboundary acid rain harms). But see Rosencranz, supra note 4, at 518 (noting
payment of damages as an inadequate deterrent to transboundary acid rain).
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determining it was not ripe for review.115
II. NEW YORK V. THOMAS: THE RISE AND FALL OF
COURT COMPELLED CONTROL OF TRANSBOUNDARY
ACID RAIN
A. FACTUAL BACKGROUND
With the failure of bilateral negotiations and the unwillingness of
American industrial, administrative, and legislative officials to control
transboundary acid rain, those harmed by unimpeded acidification re-
sorted to the United States judicial system to compel such control. In
1984, a contingent of six states downwind of major midwestern emit-
ters, environmental groups, and four individuals challenged EPA inac-
tivity as a failure to fulfill nondiscretionary duties under the Clean Air
Act.' These plaintiffs alleged that former EPA Administrator Costle's
1981 findings that acid rain from the United States caused trans-
boundary harms in Canada obliged the EPA to act under section 115
115. Ohio v. EPA, No. 81-1310 (D.C. Cir. Oct. 19, 1981) noted in Beyond Bar-
gaining, supra note 77, at 223 n.192; see Applicability of Section 115, supra note 1, at
573-80 (discussing EPA arguments in Ohio v. EPA that Costle's findings was not ripe
for review and arguments by the State of Ohio and Ohio utilities against Costle's find-
ings and Ontario's Motion to Intervene). The unreported dismissal in Ohio v. EPA was
expected to have "minimal effect" on future action using Costle's findings under section
115. Id. at 579; cf. Beyond Bargaining, supra note 77, at 223 n.192 (noting Ontario
and EPA agreement that the dismissal not affect subsequent litigation between the
stipulating parties concerning Clean Air Act § 115).
116. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472 (D.D.C. 1985),filed as New York
v. Ruckelshaus, rev'd, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986); see New York v. Ruckelshaus,
ENVTL. L. REP. (ENVTL. L. INST.) ELR Doc. [914] PEND. LIT. 65814 (1984) (di-
gesting plaintiffs' complaint filed with the district court). See generally Beyond Bar-
gaining, supra note 77 (noting that Canada could force action under section 115, but
concluding that the United States should voluntarily use section 115 to preserve Cana-
dian-American cooperation); Applicability of Section 115, supra note 1 (writing after
negotiations under the Memorandum of Intent "stalemated" and concluding that Ca-
nadian action under section 115 might be the only available remedy).
The states sued in their own right and to protect their citizens. New York v.
Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1476, 1479 (D.D.C. 1985), revd on other grounds, 802
F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986). The environmental groups, including the Sierra Club Le-
gal Defense Fund and the National Wildlife Federation, sued for themselves and for
members suffering acidification damages as residents of Eastern Canada and the
American Northeast and Midwest. Id. at 1472, 1476, 1479; see id. at 1479-80 (noting
that because environmental group members lived, worked, vacationed or owned prop-
erty in Eastern Canada, the groups alleged sufficient facts to maintain standing in the
action). Three of the four individual citizen-plaintiffs had standing as land owners in
the severely damaged Muskoka Lake, Ontario area, without having to allege specific
adverse effects suffered. Id. at 1476, 1480. Although the claim of the fourth citizen-
plaintiff, former Representative Richard Ottinger, that he had standing as a member of
Congress did not assert a "cognizable interest," the court allowed Ottinger to remain in
the action on the sufficiency of other plaintiffs' claims. Id. at 1480.
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to control transboundary acid rain. 1 7 The EPA and industry interven-
ors responded, claiming that the Costle findings did not require the
EPA to act and moved for summary judgment." 8 Rejecting this re-
sponse, the district court compelled EPA control of transboundary acid
rain.
1 9
B. THE DISTRICT COURT'S OPINION
Unlike a challenge to EPA discretionary or final actions under the
Clean Air Act, review of the EPA's failure to take required action af-
fords jurisdiction in federal district court. 20 Having determined that
Administrator Costle's findings were not final action and still mandated
EPA action under section 115,121 the district court in Thomas rejected
the intervenors' claim that the court of appeals had exclusive
jurisdiction. 2
Once the court acknowledged its statutory jurisdiction, it required
plaintiffs to establish subject matter jurisdiction over constitutionally
justiciable claims.123 All of the plaintiffs alleged actual or prospective
legally cognizable harms124 suffered directly from 23 and traceable to
117. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1477, 1485-86 (noting that section
304 of the Clean Air Act affords district court jurisdiction to challenge the failure to
perform a nondiscretionary act). 42 U.S.C. § 7604 (Supp. IV 1980) (Clean Air Act §
304).
118. See New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1476, 1484-86 (D.D.C. 1985)
(noting that intervenors, including Alabama Power Company, National Coal Associa-
tion, and Cincinnati Gas & Electric, all supported defendant EPA's motions to dismiss
and for summary judgment), rev'd, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
119. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1481 (D.D.C. 1985), rev'd, 802
F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
120. Compare 42 U.S.C. § 7607 (Supp. IV 1980) (Clean Air Act § 307) (affording
circuit courts jurisdiction to review actions taken, including actions not taken that were
within the Administrator's discretion) with supra note 117 (discussing Clean Air Act §
304, providing district court jurisdiction to challenge nondiscretionary failure to act).
121. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1477-78 (D.D.C. 1985), rev'd on
other grounds, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
122. Id. at 1481 (D.D.C. 1985) (noting that the EPA conceded district court statu-
tory jurisdiction), rev'd, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
123. Id. at 1478-81. Compare Applicability of Section 115, supra note 1, at 594
n.345 (predicting that a court would require and probably find a ripe controversy,
plaintiffs with standing, and no congressional intent to preclude the action) with Be-
yond Bargaining, supra note 77, at 225 n.202 (contending that Clean Air Act section
304 "arguably" removed the necessity of showing injury).
124. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1480 (D.D.C. 1985) (citing United
States v. SCRAP, 412 U.S. 669 (1973), for the proposition that legally cognizable
harm could be prospective), rev'd on other grounds, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
125. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1480 (D.D.C. 1985) (citing Sierra
Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727 (1972), for the proposition that actual adverse effects
suffered need not be specifically pleaded because environmental harm to plaintiffs
causes direct injury), rev'd on other grounds, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
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the EPA's failure to control transboundary acid rain.1 26 Additionally,
the plaintiffs alleged that the relief sought would redress these
harms.127 Thus, the court found their claims justiciable and recognized
its subject matter jurisdiction. 28
Addressing the merits of the claims before it, the court examined
whether Administrator Costle's letters constituted a "finding" that sat-
isfied the requirements of section 115 .12 Both of Costle's letters re-
ferred to and relied on the IJC Seventh Annual Report on Great Lakes
Water Quality. 30 Holding that the IJC was a duly constituted interna-
tional agency,'' the court determined that the letters could form the
basis of a legitimate section 115 finding.132
Costle explicitly agreed with the IJC report's findings that United
126. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1481 (D.D.C. 1985) (recognizing
traceability despite the scientific uncertainties involved), rev'd, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C.
Cir. 1986). The district court also rejected the EPA's claims that plaintiffs did not
demonstrate precise traceability and that identifying specific sources responsible was
too difficult as "little more than an assertion that EPA is ... unwilling to do what
Congress has mandated it must do." Id. at 1481. But see Thomas v. New York, 802
F.2d 1443, 1446 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (conjecturing that the complexity of tracing acid
rain damages to its numerous sources must require additional notice and comment
rulemaking procedures that the EPA failed to undertake), revg 613 F. Supp. 1472
(D.D.C. 1985).
127. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1481 (D.D.C. 1985) (noting that
the relief sought need not redress alleged harms completely, or without fail), rev'd on
other grounds, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
128. Id. at 1478-81; cf. Beyond Bargaining, supra note 77, at 225 n.202 (discussing
tripartite test under Article III of the Constitution for standing and concluding that
prospective Canadian plaintiffs should have standing to raise section 115 in a claim to
force EPA control of transboundary acid rain).
129. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1481-84 (D.D.C. 1985), rev'd, 802
F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986); cf. Beyond Bargaining, supra note 77, at 206-07 (contend-
ing that reciprocity could be the only unsatisfied aspect of section 115 impeding bind-
ing action under that section); Applicability of Section 115, supra note 1, at 564-73,
579-85 (discussing Clean Air Act section 115 and Costle's findings under that section).
130. International Joint Commission, Seventh Annual Report on Great Lakes
Water Quality.(1980), cited in New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1488, 1489-
90, 1492 (reprinting Administrator Costle's letters in appendices A and B); see supra
note 77 (noting the origin of the International Joint Commission in the Boundary Wa-
ters Treaty of 1909 and its role in monitoring the Great Lakes Water Quality Agree-
ments of 1972 and 1978).
131. See New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1482 (D.D.C. 1985) (noting
that neither section 115 nor its legislative history defined "duly constituted interna-
tional agency," but that the parties conceded that the International Joint Commission
was "duly constituted"), rev'd on other grounds, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986). The
court of appeals also conceded that the International Joint Commission was a duly
constituted international agency. Id. at 1445; cf. Applicability of Section 115, supra
note 1, at 580-82 (noting International Joint Commission's responsibilities and conclud-
ing that it met the requirements of section 115(a)).
132. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1482 (D.D.C. 1985), rev'd on other
grounds, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
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States emitters endangered Canadian health and welfare. 33 This
agreement constituted "reason to believe" that transboundary acid
rain, a type of international pollution subject to section 115, caused the
endangerment.134 Although the court allowed the EPA an opportunity
to show that Canada no longer afforded reciprocity for section 11 5,1n1 it
concluded that Costle's letters satisfied section 115 because the letters
found that the amended Canadian Clean Air Act provided the United
States the necessary reciprocal rights.136
The court next considered whether the letters bound the EPA to con-
trol transboundary acid rain.137 The court ruled that Costle's findings,
issued by letter and not published in the Federal Register, constituted
official agency action.13 8 Thus, subsequent Administrator's finding, in-
cluding newly discovered facts or revised scientific or legal considera-
tions, could revoke the binding authority of Costle's letters. 3 The EPA
133. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1482-83, 1488 (D.D.C. 1985), revd
on other grounds, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
134. Id. at 1482-83.
135. Id. at 1484, 1486 (noting both Costle's qualified finding of reciprocity and the
long period since his determination of reciprocity); cf. Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d
at 1446 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (citing the EPA's October 22, 1985 finding of continued
reciprocity between Canada and the United States), rev'g on other grounds, 613 F.
Supp. 1472 (D.D.C. 1985).
136. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1483-84 (D.D.C. 1985), rev'd, 802
F.2d 1443, 1448 (D.C. Cir. 1986); see Beyond Bargaining, supra note 77, at 217-22
(noting discrepancies between U.S. Clean Air Act section 115 and Canadian Clean Air
Act section 21.1, but concluding that the discrepancies should not deter a finding of
reciprocity); Applicability of Section 115, supra note 1, at 583-85 (accepting Costle's
findings that reciprocity exists despite minor inconsistencies between the Canadian and
United States provisions); cf. Beyond Bargaining, supra note 77, at 209-12 (distin-
guishing narrow statutory reciprocity from broader, intent-based functional reciprocity
and concluding that grounds of policy, compatible legislation, and other statutory inter-
pretation of reciprocity all justify functional reciprocity).
137. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1484-86 (D.D.C. 1985), revd, 802
F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986). The court first noted that Costle's failure to list states
subject to section 115(a) notice was "incidental to... and not prerequisite to" a bind-
ing section 115 finding. Id. at 1484 n.* (first of two unenumerated footnotes in
Thomas). But see Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443, 1446-48 (holding that the
EPA's failure to provide affected states with initial notice and comment rulemaking
procedures denied binding effect to Costle's findings).
138. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1484 (D.D.C. 1985), rev'd, 802
F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986). The district court observed that publication of the letters
would have been inappropriate and that formal EPA action under the Clean Air Act
often transpired by correspondence. Id. at 1484 n.** (D.D.C. 1985) (second unenumer-
ated footnote). But cf. Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443, 1446 (D.C. Cir. 1986)
(conjecturing that Congress "probably" anticipated that the EPA would issue its find-
ings and SIP revision notices simultaneously, and would publish both along with com-
ment taken, in the Federal Register), rev'g 613 F. Supp. 1472 (D.D.C. 1985).
139. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1485 (D.D.C. 1985), rev'd on other
grounds, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1985); see Beyond Bargaining, supra note 77, at
223, 225 (observing that the EPA had not reversed Castle's findings, but predicting
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contended that former Administrator Gorsuch's subsequent letter re-
voked Costle's earlier findings. 140 The Court, however, recognized that
the Gorsuch letter contained no new discovery or analysis and therefore
did not revoke Costle's findings.141
The district court concluded that once the Administrator exercised
the discretion to find section 115 satisfied, notice to the governors of
emitter states and State Implementation Plan restrictions were
mandatory.142 After granting plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment,
the court ordered the EPA to determine within ninety days whether
former Administrator Costle's finding of reciprocity remained valid.1 43
If reciprocity remained, the court ordered the EPA to notify relevant
Governors of the State Implementation Plan restrictions required by
section 115.1""
The EPA continued to doubt its duty to control transboundary acid
rain. After the EPA unsuccessfully requested an extension of the dis-
trict court deadlines, it took its case to the court of appeals.4  Less
than a week before the first court-imposed deadline expired, however,
the EPA formally admitted that Costle's five-year old finding of reci-
procity with Canada remained valid.
146
that it could do so as an obstacle to a section 115 action).
140. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1485 (D.D.C. 1985) (citing 1981
letter of former Administrator Gorsuch to then-Governor of Ohio Rhodes).
141. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1485 (D.D.C. 1985), rev'd on other
grounds, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986). Accord Applicability of Section 115, supra
note 1, at 604-05 (presaging that an EPA attempt to revise Costle's findings to avoid
mandatory section 115 action probably would be denied since Costle's finding would
not be revisable at the whim of the EPA, especially without a good faith reason).
142. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1484-86 (D.D.C. 1985) (consider-
ing the statute, its legislative history, and case law interpreting similar statutes), rev'd,
802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986); see Applicability of Section 115 , supra note 1, at
586-92 (describing means by which Costle's finding imposes nondiscretionary duty
upon EPA under section 115). But see Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443, 1447-48
(D.C. Cir. 1986) (holding that Costle's findings constituted a "rule" requiring notice
and comment procedures to be binding, and that SIP revision notices should have been
issued along with Costle's findings).
143. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1486 (D.D.C. 1985).
144. Id. at 1486. See supra notes 79, 84 and accompanying text (noting the State
Implementation Plan restriction requirement of section 115 and the contingency of
Costle's finding of reciprocity).
145. EPA Appeals Federal District Court Decision Requiring Acid Rain Control,
Seeks More Time, 16 ENV'T REP. (BNA) No. 22, at 940 (Sept. 27, 1985) (noting the
September 24, 1985 appeal after the district court refused the EPA's deadline exten-
sion request on September 20, 1985).
146. See EPA Finds Canadian Air Pollution Laws to be Comparable to U.S. Air
Act Controls, 16 ENV'T REP. (BNA) No. 27, at 1137 (Nov. 1, 1985) (discussing EPA
finding that Canada still afforded reciprocity). A contrary finding that the amended
Canadian legislation gave excessive authority to provinces for strict reciprocity with
section 115 would have been ironic, given the Reagan Administration's commitment to
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In January 1986, after the parties prepared briefs for the court of
appeals, Canadian and United States Special Envoys submitted their
report on transboundary acid rain.147 The Envoys' report recognized
that acid rain is a serious transboundary problem and recommended a
five-billion dollar joint industry-government clean coal technology de-
velopment program.1 48 The American Special Envoy and Canadian offi-
cials persuaded a reluctant President Reagan to endorse the Envoys'
report in March 1986.149 Nonetheless, this seeming breakthrough re-
vealed no agreement on any specific transboundary acid rain controls50
and committed few,151 if any, resources not already targeted for acidifi-
greater state autonomy from federal control; cf. Beyond Bargaining, supra note 77, at
211 n.107 (noting proposed administration revisions to Clean Air Act increasing state
autonomy).
147. See Joint U.S.-Canada Report on Acid Rain is Delivered, N.Y. Times, Jan. 9,
1986, at B6, col. I [hereinafter Joint Report] (describing report and its reception by
Reagan Administration officials).
148. See id. (noting recognition of the acid rain problem as a departure from Rea-
gan Administration policy requiring further study of acidification); Canadian Defends
Acid Rain Report, N.Y. Times, Jan. 9, 1986, at B6, col. 4 (reporting Canadian Special
Envoy's belief that Reagan Administration acknowledgment of acid rain as a serious
problem represented "substantial progress"); cf. Acid Rain Envoy to Recommend Con-
trols, Lewis' Claim of White House Support Denied, 16 ENv'T REP. (BNA) No. 21, at
875-96 (Sept. 20, 1985) (reporting the earlier analogy of United States Special Envoy
Lewis that saying "sulfates don't cause acid rain is the same as saying that cigarettes
don't cause lung cancer").
149. See Perley, supra note 97, at 24 (noting efforts of Canadian officials, particu-
larly the Ambassador to the United States, to obtain President Reagan's approval of
the Envoys' Report before the second Reagan-Mulroney summit); Ward, supra note
81, at 25 (citing United States Envoy Lewis' efforts to secure President Reagan's rec-
ognition of industrial rather than natural origins of acid rain).
150. See, e.g., Perley, supra note 97, at 24 (noting that the Envoys' Report only
recognized acid rain as a serious transboundary problem and did not use existing legal
or technical means to limit emissions causing acid rain); Ward, supra note 81, at 25-27
(examining in detail the numerous environmental generalities and absence of specific
acid rain limitations in the Envoys' Report); Reagan is to Back Steps on Acid Rain,
N.Y. Times, Mar. 13, 1986, at Al, col. I (noting that despite the welcome acknowl-
edgment by President Reagan that acid rain is a serious problem, the absence of spe-
cific acid rain reduction targets would allow the Envoys' Report to "do little to solve"
the problem).
151. See Air Pollution: House Panel Concerned over Projects Chosen by DOE for
Clean Coal Program Funds, 17 ENv'T REP. (BNA) No. 21, at 736 (Sept. 19, 1986)
(noting Congressional criticism of Department of Energy selection of clean coal demon-
stration projects). Criticism focused not on the costs-many of which were already
committed when the envoys submitted their report-but on the applicability of the
programs selected to control needs identified in the Special Envoys' Report. Id.; see
Clean Coal Projects Give Little Help to U.S.-Canada Acid Rain Effort, 24 AIR/
WATER POLLUTION REP. (Bus. PUB. INc.) No. 50, at 491 (Dec. 22, 1986) (reporting
an EPA admission that only one of the nine DOE clean coal projects clearly met the
Special Envoys' report recommendations); CRS Finds U.S. Lacks Program Capable of
Meeting Envoys' Clean Coal Goals, 8 INSIDE EPA (INSIDE WASHINGTON PUB.) No. 7,
at 11 (Feb. 13, 1987) (citing a Congressional Research Service report that found only
two of the nine DOE clean coal projects likely to meet the Special Envoys' criteria).
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cation research.152 For want of political consensus, North American
control of transboundary acid rain once again depended upon judicial
interpretation.
C. THE COURT OF APPEALS' DECISION
In a terse opinion, the United States Court of Appeals for the Dis-
trict of Columbia reversed the district court's ruling in New York v.
Thomas.153 The court of appeals did not address the district court's
findings of statutory and subject matter jurisdiction, and conceded that
the IJC was a duly constituted international agency for the purpose of
section 115.15 Instead, the court of appeals rejected the notion that
section 115-mandated State Implementation Plan (SIP) revisions could
occur before the EPA provided formal notice and comment rulemaking
procedures to emission-restricted states. 55
Noting that Clean Air Act section 115 was "an unusual statute exe-
cuted in an unexpected manner,"'156 the court of appeals conjectured
that notice and comment procedures for SIP revisions would have coin-
cided with Costle's findings "[h]ad the statute been executed as Con-
gress probably anticipated.' 1 57 The court of appeals proceeded to ana-
lyze the binding effect of Costle's findings in light of the Administrative
Procedure Act (APA) definition of a "rule.' 58 The court would accord
Despite including a third project as complying with the Envoys' recommendations, the
United States would only spend "one percent of the commitment recommended by the
envoys." Id.
152. See Ward, supra note 81, at 25 (noting that anticipated industry expenditures
on clean coal technology research are roughly equal to the amount required by joint
industry government demonstration program); Perley, supra note 97, at 24 (noting the
immediate commitment of $800 million approved by Congress, but lacking a specific
timetable for the remaining $4.2 billion specified). Increased criticism of Administra-
tion acid rain policy and an impending summit meeting with Canadian Prime Minister
Mulroney persuaded President Reagan to upgrade earlier commitments to emissions
control technology research in March 1987. Reagan Announces Stepped-up Acid Rain
Program Amid Increased Criticism Before Canadian Summit, 17 ENV'T REP. (BNA)
No. 47, at 1915 (Mar. 20, 1987). Neither commitment of the full amount pledged in
the Special Envoys' Report nor President Reagan's speech to the Canadian Parliament
promising consideration of a bilateral accord to limit transboundary acid rain, however,
mollified American and Canadian criticism. Reagan's Proposal on Acid Rain is As-
sailed as a Delaying Tactic, N.Y. Times, Apr. 8, 1987, at A14, col. 3.
153. Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986), rev'g 613 F. Supp.
1472 (D.D.C. 1985); see 16 ENVTL. L. REP. (ENVT L. INST.) 20925 (Nov. 1986) (di-
gesting and reporting the court of appeals decision).
154. Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443, 1445 (D.C. Cir. 1986), rev'g 613 F.
Supp. 1472 (D.D.C. 1986).
155. Id. at 1446-48.
156. Id. at 1446.
157. Id.
158. Id. at 1447 (citing 5 U.S.C. § 551(4) (1982)).
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Costle's findings binding effect only if it fit one of the APA's excep-
tions' 59 for rules that do not require complete notice and comment rule-
making procedures. 18 0 Because Costle's findings did not fall within an
exception and also occurred without notice and comment procedures,
the court of appeals concluded that Costle's letters did not bind EPA
and therefore vitiated judicial authority to compel transboundary acid
rain controls.'
6 '
The court of appeals did not focus on the district court's interpreta-
tion of section 115,162 thereby preserving it as a viable framework in
analyzing the efficacy of judicial compulsion of transboundary acid rain
controls. Although the court of appeals allowed procedural informality
to remove the EPA's immediate obligation to control transboundary
acid rain, the district court's more extensive analysis would bind the
EPA if the Supreme Court reverses the court of appeals or if the EPA
later provides the formal notice and comment procedures the court of
appeals required. 163 If the EPA does not provide formal notice and
comment procedures, litigants may petition'" a court to force the
agency to do so. This would forfeit the obstacle raised in the court of
appeals and reinstate the district court mandate of transboundary acid
rain controls. 165
159. Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443, 1447 (citing 5 U.S.C. § 553(b)(A)
(1982).
160. Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443, 1447 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
161. Id. at 1447-48 (noting that Costle's findings fit none of the exceptions to no-
tice-and-comment procedures allowed "for 'interpretive rules, general statements of
policy, or rules of agency organization, procedure or practice.' ").
162. See Federal Appeals Court Holds Costle Letters Too Informal to Trigger
Acid Rain Controls, 17 ENV'T REP. (BNA) No. 22, at 772 (Sept. 26, 1986) [hereinaf-
ter Letters Too Informal] (quoting New York State Assistant Attorney General David
Wooley's criticism that the appeals court decision "'ducked the issue' of the use of
section 115 to control acid rain"). New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472 (D.C.C.
1985), rev'd 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986), petition for cert.filed, 55 U.S.L.W. 3608
(U.S. Feb. 23, 1987) (No. 86-1373). When this article went to press the Supreme
Court had not decided the certiorari petition; cf. New York v. Thomas, ELR Dec.
[1119] PEND LIT. 65944 (ENVTL. L. INST.) (1987) (digesting petition for writ of cer-
tiorari filed with the Supreme Court on February 23, 1987).
163. Interview with J. Craig Potter, EPA Assistant Administrator for Air and Ra-
diation, at the ALI-ABA Environmental Law Conference, Washington, D.C. (Feb. 20,
1987) (cautiously suggesting that voluntary EPA issuance of rulemaking procedures
required by the court of appeals was "possible" if greater evidence linked acid rain
with Northeastern aquatic damages). The EPA's voluntary issuance of the necessary
procedures would, in the Assistant Administrator's view, avoid the "enormous disloca-
tion" of being "jerked around" by judicial control of agency action. Id.
164. See Letters Too Informal, supra note 162, at 772 (noting New York Assistant
Attorney General Wooley's option of petitioning the EPA to provide necessary proce-
dures to satisfy the court of appeals' objections).
165. See infra note 172 (discussing the availability of subsequent court actions to
prod an unwilling EPA to resume regulatory action necessary for transboundary acid
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III. WHO'LL STOP THE RAIN?: 16 ANALYZING THE
MEANS OF CONTROLLING TRANSBOUNDARY ACID RAIN
A. THOMAS AS A MEANS OF CONTROLLING TRANSBOUNDARY ACID
RAIN
The district court opinion in New York v. Thomas is a significant
step in promoting American efforts to control transboundary acid rain.
The district court's broad reading of justiciabilityl67 afforded redress
for those harmed long denied by the EPA and United States courts.108
Until Thomas, both the EPA and courts applying common law stan-
dards for causation required scientific proof of specific, directly tracea-
ble harms. Because such proof has thus far eluded researchers,"" re-
dress for those suffering from the effects of transboundary acid rain
was unavailable.1
7 0
On the merits, the district court's reaffirmation of Costle's 1981 find-
ings of transboundary endangerment from United States sources and
likely Canadian reciprocity was long overdue.171 Also, the district court
finding of the EPA's unrevoked, nondiscretionary duty to regulate
rain control).
166. Fogarty, Who'll Stop the Rain, in CosMo's FACTORY (Jondora Music-BMI
1969) (Creedence Clearwater Revival ed.).
"Long as I remember/ The rain been comin' down.
Clouds of mystery pourin'/Confusion on the ground.
Good men through the ages, Tryin' to find the sun;
And I wonder, Still I wonder, Who'll Stop the Rain."
Id.
167. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1477-81 (D.D.C. 1985); see supra
notes 117-28 and accompanying text (discussing the district court's findings that al-
lowed the court to decide that subject matter jurisdiction existed).
168. See supra notes 30, 113-14 and accompanying text (discussing difficulties in
proving causation which have blocked common law recovery and statutory relief). But
cf. Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 124-25 (citing examples of
compensation for general transboundary and specific American-Canadian air pollution
under joint and several liability when damages proved unapportionable). Courts gener-
ally afford transboundary relief only where harm occurs near the source and causation
is not as difficult to discern as in the context of transboundary acid rain. Id.
169. Cf. Judicial Recourse, supra note 31, at 149 n.23 (identifying causation as
"the main problem encountered in any acid rain litigation" and as practically impossi-
ble to establish given the great number of sources in most emitter nations); see also
Fischer, supra note 3, at 59-60 (suggesting legal actions against emitter states rather
than multiple sources because sources are difficult to trace). Because aggregate respon-
sibility would be concentrated in a few defendants, each defendant's contribution and
liability would seem more significant. Id.
170. But cf. Judicial Recourse, supra note 31, at 146 (positing the inadequacy and
"distracting incompleteness" of compensation to those harmed as a remedy to the
larger and more persistent problem of transboundary pollution).
171. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1483-84 (D.D.C. 1985), rev'd, 802
F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
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transboundary acid rain under Clean Air Act section 115 was a wel-
come recognition of American responsibility to control the problem.7 2
Obtaining a reversal of the district court ruling in Thomas, the EPA
sought to avoid its statutory duty of reducing the deleterious effects of
transboundary acid rain. 73
Even for those gratified by the district court's opinion, however, sub-
stantial room remains for doubting Thomas. The district court opinion
demonstrates the ability of courts to oblige reluctant regulators to ful-
fill statutory obligations.7 4 Nonetheless, even under the district court's
ruling, courts cannot force an unwilling EPA to take measures beyond
the minimum required by statute. 17 5 In addition, while EPA compli-
ance with the district court mandate in Thomas and attendant Clean
Air Act obligations 76 would reduce transboundary acid rain,17 7 it re-
mains unclear how the EPA can best use section 115 as a means to
reduce emissions contributing to transboundary endangerment.171  Be-
172. Id. at 1477, 1484-86; see supra notes 137-42 and accompanying text (discuss-
ing the EPA's mandatory duty to control transboundary acid rain); cf. Fischer, supra
note 3, at 61-62 (observing the difficulty of enforcement against a foreign sovereign due
to problems of jurisdiction and obtaining a judgment). The multiplicity of emitters
makes direct enforcement more difficult. Id. at 60. Enforcement against the EPA for
failure to complete all of its section 115 duties in Thomas, however, should be available
in the form of a subsequent section 304 suit in the district court. See supra note 132
and accompanying text (noting the availability of section 304 and district court juris-
diction for challenges to EPA failure to perform non-discretionary acts). The EPA's
duties should extend, by incorporation, through section 115(b) to State Implementation
Plan revisions in all states contributing to transboundary acid rain endangerment in
Canada until no further endangerment exists. See supra notes 79, 84 and accompany-
ing text (noting that section 115(b) requires revision of State Implementation Plans
pursuant to section 1 10(a)(2)(H)(ii); cf. Applicability of Section 115, supra note 1, at
597 n.357, 602 (noting EPA suit against state in violation of its SIP after mandatory
notice of interstate SIP violation under Clean Air Act § 113(a)(l) as within EPA's
discretion, but also noting the availability of section 706(1) of the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act to review even discretionary non-final action).
173. Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (noting that the EPA
appealed the case to the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit), rev'g 613 F. Supp. 1472 (D.D.C. 1985); see supra notes 80, 82-84 and accom-
panying text (noting section 115 of the Clean Air Act and the EPA's duties under that
section).
174. See supra notes 121-44 and accompanying text (discussing the district court's
analysis in Thomas leading it to order the EPA to fulfill its duties under section 115).
175. See Wooley, supra note 104, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 64-65 (describing
the limited relief against transboundary acid rain available under the vague provisions
of Clean Air Act).
176. See supra notes 79, 84 and accompanying text (explaining the attendant State
Implementation Plan revision requirements under Clean Air Act §§ 110(a)(2)(H)(ii),
115).
177. Cf Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 127-28 (citing poten-
tial domestic enforcement of otherwise unenforceable international environmental re-
sponsibilities through State Implementation Plan restrictions).
178. See id. at 128, 131-32 (noting the absence of guidance and broad discretion
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cause Thomas constituted the first successful invocation of section 115,
the EPA is currently without relevant regulations to guide the required
emissions reduction. 17 9 Legitimate "scientific uncertainty" also makes
necessary controls harder to discern and implement. 180 Finally, even
with appropriate regulations and a comprehensive understanding of the
problem, State Implementation Plan revision traditionally affords
neither rapid nor certain relief.181 Standing alone, the district court
opinion in Thomas is thus limited both as legal precedent and as a
means to control transboundary acid rain. 82
B. BEYOND DOUBTING THOMAS
1. The Limits of Transboundary Acid Rain Controls
Beyond the distinct but limited benefits of New York v. Thomas, a
full appreciation of the district court ruling requires its evaluation in
the context of national and international efforts to control trans-
boundary acid rain. In this sense, Thomas, as any other "response to
the acid rain problem[,] cannot be evaluated in a vacuum but rather
reflects a variation on principles and processes that have been utilized
over the years."1 3 The efforts of national and international agencies
provide practical and theoretical bases for comparison with Canadian-
American efforts and district court-compelled controls of transboundry
acid rain in New York v. Thomas.
8 4
Despite the efforts of concerned national' 8 5 and international agen-
cies,186 transboundary acid rain continues unabated and indeed may in-
for the EPA in section 115).
179. See id. at 128 (noting that the EPA has not established any rules to guide SIP
reductions of transboundary air pollution under section 115).
180. Cf. id. at 128 (demonstrating particular uncertainty over whether domestic air
quality standards on which any State Implementation Plans are based could prevent
transboundary endangerment).
181. See id. at 128, 132 (noting scientific uncertainty and the need for political
compromises in revising State Implementation Plans).
182. See notes 177-82 and accompanying text (describing limitations on State Im-
plementation Plan revision that makes successful use of section 115 contingent upon
actions subsequent to judicial consideration); cf. supra note 172 (noting that the dis-
trict court in Thomas clarified much of section 115's vagueness, and may have allowed
enforcement of subsequent nondiscretionary actions).
183. Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 193.
184. See supra notes 96-99, 111, 147-49 and accompanying text (describing Cana-
dian, American and bilateral efforts to control transboundary acid rain).
185. See supra notes 36-39, 42, 45 and accompanying text (describing national
controls such as stringent fuel sulfur limits, emissions taxes to remove pollution incen-
tives, desulfurization technologies, and compensation to those harmed by air pollution).
186. See supra notes 49-75 and accompanying text (citing international control ef-
forts such as documenting and monitoring the extent of the problem, encouraging na-
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crease in many parts of the industrial world."17 Depletion of natural
buffering capabilities, energy policies that continue the use of cheaper,
high sulfur coal and tall smokestacks, and greater contributions from
less regulated NOx sources, such as increased use of automobiles, all
undermine effective control of transboundary acid rain.m=
The continued resistance to controls by nations contributing most to
world acidification magnifies the problem. Such resistance"", precludes
cumulative progress in controlling transboundary acid rain.190 Resis-
tance is due in part to the disparity of pollution costs and benefits be-
tween emitter and receptor nations inherent in the long-range transport
of airborne pollutants.1"" This disparity heightens the conflict between
the right of sovereign nations to exploit their resources as they choose
and the right of nations to avoid the unwanted effects of a neighbor's
exploitation.192
The countries most willing to control transboundary acid rain are
those that suffer most from or contribute least to the problem.1 13 On
the other hand, the nations generally least willing to institute such con-
trols are those that appreciate their own harms least or contribute most
to transboundary acid rain.'9 4 This cost-benefit disparity among nations
tional controls, and expanding principles used to promote future controls).
187. See supra notes 21-28 and accompanying text (describing the panoply of dam-
ages attributed to transboundary acid rain).
188. See supra notes 14-15, 27-28, 43, 48 and accompanying text (describing fac-
tors exacerbating the effects of transboundary acid rain).
189. See supra notes 54, 67, 75 and accompanying text (describing how the United
States, United Kingdom and nations of Eastern Europe exhibit their recalcitrance to
transboundary acid rain controls).
190. See Rosencranz, supra note 4, at 520 & nn.53-54 (citing Canadian emissions
controls undermined by a lack of similar controls in the United States and noting that
Western European SO, restrictions are offset by increasing Eastern Europe precursor
emissions).
191. See Fischer, supra note 3, at 58 (describing the acid rain problem as the most
extreme example of the "disequilibrium" common to the long range transport of water
and air pollution).
192. See Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 90-91 (noting that
transboundary acid rain elevated the theoretical conflict to an unprecedented level); see
also supra note 54 and accompanying text (observing the compromise reached between
the divergent rights in Principle 21 of the 1972 Declaration on the Human
Environment).
193. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 2, 59 (observing that
nations harmed worst by transboundary acid rain adopted the first and most significant
controls); supra notes 36-39, 42, 45 and accompanying text (noting the controls insti-
tuted by Scandinavian countries, other European nations and Canada despite their rel-
atively small contributions to transboundary acid rain).
194. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 60 (describing the disin-
clination of major emitter nations to adopt emission controls); Rosencranz, supra note
4, at 518 (observing economic efficiency pressures against transboundary acid rain
controls).
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hinders national efforts to control transboundary acid rain.109
National "self-interest" also determines the attitudes toward interna-
tional transboundary acid rain controls.196 As a result, national "self-
interest" limits the substantive success of international efforts to con-
trol the problem. 9 It is unrealistic to expect nations unevenly contrib-
uting to and suffering from transboundary acid rain to agree upon uni-
formly stringent international controls "unless one believes in altruism
as a dynamic of the political process."1 8
Emitter nations likewise prevent receptor nations from requiring sub-
stantive, specific international transboundary acid rain controls.19 9 The
common absence of specific controls or means of substantive enforce-
ment 200 marks the work of the OECD, the EEC, and the ECE's Con-
vention on Long-Range Transport of Airborne Pollutants.0 1 Viewed
critically, international attempts to control transboundary acid rain
without such controls or enforcement mechanisms are of marginal util-
ity in solving the problem.20 2
195. See Fischer, supra note 3, at 58 (blaming the disparity for making "mutual
accommodation unattainable").
196. Rosencranz, supra note 4, at 520 (citing national self-interest rather than in-
ternational legal principles as dictating attitudes toward international emissions con-
trols). Nations will adopt international transboundary acid rain controls when they ap-
preciate their collective interest. Id. at 520-21.
197. See Judicial Recourse, supra note 31, at 143 (noting the limited success of
downwind nations' attempts to persuade emitter nations to adopt international trans-
boundary acid rain controls).
198. Fischer, supra note 3, at 58. But cf. Mayer-Tasch, supra note 50, at 240-41
(noting that the worldwide nature of transboundary pollution entails an "end to all
safety," even for countries not currently aware of domestic damages from trans-
boundary pollution). Mayer-Tasch vividly describes countries initially unwilling to ac-
ceed to demands for acid rain controls more recently realizing "that their own house is
on fire." Id. Rather than wait until damages are universal, less conscientious nations
would collectively benefit by supporting seemingly premature environmental controls.
Id.
199. See Judicial Recourse, supra note 31, at 155-56 (noting emitter nations' abil-
ity to force downwind nations to accept compromise without any specific emission lim-
its in the ECE Convention); see also supra notes 54, 67, 75 and accompanying text
(noting other examples of emitter nations refusing to agree to any specific international
transboundary acid rain controls).
200. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 178, 194 (noting the absence of
specific international obligations to control transboundary acid rain); cf. Rosencranz,
supra note 4, at 517 (noting that general principles of state responsibility for trans-
boundary pollution harms are not by themselves useful in determining at what point
nations incur such responsibility); Search for International Response, supra note 1, at
122-23 (noting the nonexistence or inadequacy of enforcement of international trans-
boundary acid rain controls).
201. See supra notes 49-75 and accompanying text (chronicling the efforts in inter-
national fora to control transboundary acid rain).
202. See Rosencranz, supra note 4, at 512, 518 (criticizing international law as
insufficient to control transboundary acid rain).
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2. Potential Transboundary Acid Rain Controls
Despite such pessimistic estimations, national and international ef-
forts can control transboundary acid rain. Nations first and worst
harmed by transboundary acid rain pioneered efforts to control the
problem. °3 Although not originally part of the control effort, concerned
emitter nations have recently adopted transboundary acid rain con-
trols.2 es The West German adoption of stringent transboundary acid
rain controls dramatically demonstrates how quickly a nation can come
to terms with its contribution to the problem.20 5 The German, Scandi-
navian, and Canadian examples also illustrate how environmentally ac-
tive citizens and responsive political and industrial leaders can help
adopt effective controls. 06
Although lacking specific control requirements, international efforts
provide a theoretical framework and procedure for controlling trans-
boundary acid rain. The United Nations Conference Declaration,
2°0
early work of the OECD, °8 and the ECE Convention00 fostered mul-
tinational consultation, negotiation, and exchange of information. Such
procedures provide important mechanisms for future international con-
trol of acid rain 21 and other transboundary environmental hazards.211
203. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 58-60 (describing efforts
to control transboundary acid rain by "victim" receptor nations, those first and worst
harmed by the problem).
" 204. See supra notes 36-39, 42, 45 and accompanying text (documenting national
controls undertaken, particularly in Scandinavia, West Germany, Canada, and Japan).
205. See Survey of National Responses, supra note I, at 52-53 (chronicling back-
ground of and precedent set by the West German turnabout).
206. See id. at 53 (examining the various environmental control devices imple-
mented in Germany, Scandinavia, and Canada); Roberts, supra note 19; Proceedings,
supra note 1, at 6-7 (noting controls adopted once Canada appreciated the extent of its
domestic harms).
207. See supra notes 53-55 and accompanying text (discussing the Declaration of
the 1972 United Nations Conference and its effects).
208. See supra notes 57-64 and accompanying text (discussing OECD procedures
for controlling transboundary air pollution).
209. 1979 LRTAP Convention, supra note 68; see Rosencranz, supra note 4, at
519 (evaluating the ECE Convention's provisions protecting against acid rain); supra
notes 68-75 and accompanying text (discussing progress made in the ECE Convention
on Long Range Transport of Air Pollution and related multinational efforts to control
transboundary acid rain).
210. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 178, 196 (commenting on the proce-
dures that could help develop future substantive transboundary acid rain controls); Ro-
sencranz, supra note 4, at 519 (noting the development in international fora of proce-
dural duties to control transboundary acid rain).
211. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 61 (addressing other envi-
ronmental problems); Search for International Response, supra note 1, at 90-91 (not-
ing the precedential value of transboundary acid rain control mechanisms for future
international environmental problems such as long-range water pollution, the green-
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Likewise, the rights of equal access and nondiscrimination, developed
by the OECD and under the ECE Convention, could expand to an in-
ternational scope the right of citizens to act against transboundary acid
rain endangerment.212
Adopting national controls and international procedures could suc-
cessfully control the transboundary acid rain problem in North
America. Unlike the situation in Europe, the North American trans-
boundary acid rain problem implicates few nations.213 The bilateral
control procedures of the United States and Canada need not extend to
a multiplicity of receptor nations.21 4 The EPA and the Reagan Admin-
house effect, and the depletion of the ozone layer).
212. Cf. Resolution Mechanisms, supra note 23, at 81-83 (explaining how the
American and Canadian Bar Associations' Draft Treaty Proposal on Equal Access and
Remedy attempts to resolve environmental problems).
213. See Rosencranz, supra note 4, at 515 (discussing the complexity of any Euro-
pean acid rain program due to the numerous nations involved).
214. See id. at 515 (noting the relative theoretical simplicity of Canada and the
United States adopting a bilateral treaty to control transboundary acid rain). But cf.
Now the Acid Rain's Headed Our Way, N.Y. Times, Feb. 13, 1986, at A30, col. 1
(noting temporarily unrestricted SO2 emissions from Nacozari, Mexico copper smelter
and blaming the Reagan Administration's intransigence on transboundary acid rain
controls for the Mexican smelter's massive contributions to acid rain in the western
United States); Senate Panel Urges EPA to Monitor Emissions of Mexican Smelter
for Transport Information, 16 ENV'T REP. (BNA) No. 37, at 1710 (Jan. 10, 1986)
(noting 1985 Mexican-American agreement allowing the Nacozari smelter's un-
restricted SO2 emissions until 1988, although the smelter is expected to become the
single worst contributor to transboundary acid rain in North America).
Recently, however, the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) announced negotiations
suggesting that the Nacozari, Mexico plant was considering installing SO. emissions
controls and an agreement with the Phelps Dodge Corporation to suspend operations at
an Arizona copper plant near the Mexican border until SO, controls can be installed.
Major Victory in Western Acid Rain Campaign, Environmental Defense Fund, EDF
Letter, Oct. 1986, at 1, 5. Moreover, in an effort to quell environmental disputes with
Mexico, on November 12, 1986, EPA Administrator Lee Thomas and Mexican Secre-
tary of Urban Development and Ecology Manuel Camacho Solis agreed to negotia-
tions, notification, and data exchange to help control acid rain and hazardous waste
problems. U.S., Mexico to Begin Negotiations on Controlling Smelter Air Pollution,
24 AIR/WATER POLLUTION REP. (Bus. PUB. INC.) No. 45, at 447 (Nov. 17, 1986). See
generally Marston, The West Cleans up its Act, 19 High Country News, Feb. 2, 1987,
at 1, col. 1 (detailing regional efforts leading to negotiated agreement between Mexico
and the United States that most smelters within 100 kilometers of the border remove
90% of SO, emissions by 1988).
The agreement forced the closure of the 80-year old Phelps Dodge copper smelter in
Arizona, but obliged the previously unregulated Nacozari, Mexico smelter to reduce
SO2 emissions from 500,000 to 50,000 tons per year. Id. Although industry officials
blamed environmentalists for the loss of 350 jobs in Arizona, environmentalists noted
that the more efficient copper smelters that remain will be able to meet foreign compe-
tition as well as reduce SO2 emissions. Id. at 10, col. 1. Rocky Mountain area legisla-
tors supported emissions controls on the Mexican and United States plants because of
long range acidification damages and anticipated greater demand for local low-sulfur
coal. Id. The recent western support for acid rain controls defies earlier descriptions of
United States acid rain as solely an eastern problem and may help break the congres-
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istration already must defend their acid rain policies against receptor
state hostility and legal actions.21 5 Extending the duties of consultation,
negotiation and data exchange, and the rights of equal access and non-
discrimination to Canada and its citizens would not unduly burden the
United States government.2 16 Thus, a treaty incorporating these duties
and rights would be far less cumbersome to implement among the
North American nations than among the more numerous European
nations.
Unlike European nations only recently striving for a collective en-
vironmentalism, Canada and the United States share a historic legacy
of cooperative resolution of transboundary environmental disputes2 1
The Canadian-American conflict over transboundary acid rain has not
irreparably damaged relations between the traditional allies, who con-
tinue to cooperate in monitoring and controlling other aspects of trans-
boundary air and water pollution.218 Should the rift over transboundary
acid rain permanently undermine Canadian-American relations, the
long-term economic and political dislocation in both nations would far
exceed the temporary costs of transboundary acid rain controls.210 De-
spite the breakdown of negotiations under the Memorandum of In-
sional deadlock on legislative acid rain controls. Id. at 11, col. 1.
215. Cf. Wooley, supra note 104; Proceedings, supra note 1, at 60, 64 (describing
the unlikely alliance of many states with the Canadian government against United
States acid rain policy and the states' legal actions to remedy the harms of United
States air pollution policies).
216. Cf. Annex IV to the Agreement Between the United States of America and
the United Mexican States on Cooperation for the Protection and Improvement of the
Environment in the Border Area, Agreement of Cooperation Between the United
States of America and the United Mexican States Regarding Transboundary Air Pol-
lution Caused by Copper Smelters Along their Common Border, United States-Mexico,
Jan. 14, 1987, arts. II-IV (extending 1983 United States-Mexico Border Area Environ-
ment Agreement to include consultation, joint monitoring, and data exchange), re-
printed in Environmental Protection Agency, Environmental News, Jan. 24, 1987, at 6-
11; Washington, British Columbia Agree on Joint Efforts to Combat Acid Rain, 16
ENV'T REP. (BNA) No. 36, at 1687 (Jan. 3, 1986) (describing agreement between
Washington state and British Columbia that incorporated the duties of consultation,
joint monitoring and data exchange).
217. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 179 (contrasting recent multilateral
conflicts over European transboundary acid rain with the long history of transboundary
pollution problems settled by Canada and the United States).
218. See Thomas, McMillan Meeting Shores Up Several US-Canada Accords, 7
INSIDE EPA (INSIDE VASHINGTON PUB.) No. 43, at 1-2 (Oct. 31, 1986) (describing
progress at meeting of United States EPA Administrator Thomas and the Canadian
Environment Minister McMillan in ongoing efforts to control hazardous waste disposal
and transportation, and ozone depletion). Transboundary acid rain was the only subject
on which the officials did not make substantial progress at the meeting. Id. at 2.
219. See Beyond Bargaining, supra note 77, at 226-27 (noting the possibility of
Canadian trade restrictions on critical resources in retaliation for transboundary acid
rain).
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tent 220 and the largely symbolic progress of the Special Envoys on acid
221rain, some options remain available. The two nations could resume
negotiations, agree upon a joint reference to the International Joint
Commission and/or expand the IJC's existing responsibilities.222 These
options evidence the longevity of environmental cooperation in Cana-
dian-American relations, a cooperation only recently developing among
European nations.
Finally, unlike European nations divided by transboundary acid rain
produced and suffered, Canada and the United States jointly share the
problem in North America.223 Canada appears as willing to adopt na-
tional and international controls as most "victim" receptor nations,22 4
and the United States seems as resistant as any "emitter" nation.220
Nonetheless, both countries extensively contribute to and suffer from
transboundary acid rain. 226 As nations suffering from acidification
damages, Canada and the United States share a common interest in
controlling transboundary acid rain.227 As extensive emitters of acid
220. See supra notes 96-103 and accompanying text (noting the unsuccessful at-
tempt to solve the North American transboundary acid rain problem by bilateral nego-
tiations under the Memorandum of Intent).
221. See Joint Report, supra note 147, at B6, col. 3 (quoting Rep. Henry Wax-
man's (D-Cal.) criticism of the Special Envoys' report as the Administration's "last
ditch stall tactics"); Wash. Post, Mar. 18, 1986, at A16, col. 1 (Canadian Clean Air
Coalition advertisement) (criticizing endorsement of the Envoy's report, a "modest first
step," without additional multilateral controls as "nothing more than a smokescreen").
Compare Perley, supra note 97, at 24 (noting negative reaction in Canadian media
immediately following the release of the Special Envoys' report) with id. (noting
United States television coverage as if the Reagan-Mulroney acceptance of the Special
Envoys' report represented a substantial breakthrough on transboundary acid rain
controls).
222. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 181-84 (discussing the United
States' and Canada's joint reference to the IJC that led to the Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreements and also expanded the IJC's role); cf. Search for International
Response, supra note 1, at 133-37 (suggesting an expanded role for the IJC, but not
for the currently overly politicized transboundary acid rain problem).
223. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 172 (contrasting the transboundary
acid rain problem common to Canada and the United States with the inherently more
divisive European problem); see also Rosencranz, supra note 4, at 515 (noting how
Canada and the United States contribute to each other's acid rain harms).
224. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 59 (classifying Canada as
a "victim" receptor nation).
225. Compare supra note 33 (describing the United States as an unrepentant emit-
ter nation) with Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 60 (considering the
United States earlier in the Reagan Administration as a more concerned "impacted
emitter" nation).
226. See Rosencranz, supra note 4, at 515 (noting how Canada and the United
States contribute to each other's acid rain harms).
227. See Bankes & Saunders, supra note 2, at 172, 186 (citing the 1980 Memoran-
dum of Intent as evidence of the shared problem and common interest in resolving the
transboundary acid rain situation).
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rain precursors, both nations share fears of overzealous regulations
without convincing scientific evidence. 28
Taken together, fewer inherent obstacles hinder adoption of national
and bilateral transboundary acid rain controls in North America than
in Europe. Unlike the "altruism" required of a relatively unharmed
emitter such as Great Britain,229 the United States need only recon-
sider its domestic acid rain damage and the benefits of more coopera-
tive relations with Canada to appreciate the need to adopt trans-
boundary acid rain controls.
3. Until Supplanted, There Is No Doubting Thomas
Despite increasing public awareness and national and international
efforts to control transboundary acid rain, United States officials re-
main opposed to active control of the problem. 2 0 Although evidence
now exists of domestic harm similar to the harms that mobilized West
Germany to employ acid rain controls, EPA and other officials are un-
willing to alleviate the problem. 31 In agreement with states, environ-
mentalists, and others harmed, the district court in New York v.
Thomas compelled the EPA to restrict United States contributions to
the transboundary acid rain problem. 23 2 Compared to the more direct
control of the problem undertaken by other nations and suggested by
international agencies, the limited, court-compelled control of trans-
boundary acid rain in Thomas may not seem an inspiring achievement.
Although the district court in Thomas demonstrated that courts can
compel EPA control of transboundary acid rain, courts cannot force a
reluctant regulator to initiate measures beyond the minimum required
by statute.
Nevertheless, the comparatively limited remedy Thomas provided
could prove crucial to United States efforts to control transboundary
acid rain. Despite extensive domestic damage from United States and
228. See Reagan Is to Back Steps on Acid Rain, N.Y. Times, Mar. 13, 1986, at
Al, col. 1 & B8, col. 4 (noting cautious program of research and technology develop-
ment authorized instead of anticipated regulatory controls in report of Canadian and
United States acid rain Special Envoys).
229. See Survey of National Responses, supra note 1, at 21-37 (discussing the
early .British opposition to transboundary acid rain controls due to the limited percep-
tion of domestic acid rain harms in Great Britain).
230. See supra notes 100, 110 and accompanying text (describing official United
States opposition to specific acid rain controls).
231. See supra notes 44, 75, 100-15 and accompanying text (noting United States
officials' unwillingness to control transboundary acid rain).
232. New York v. Thomas, 613 F. Supp. 1472, 1481 (D.D.C. 1985), rev'd, 802
F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
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Canadian emissions and increased domestic and international pressure,
EPA and other officials refuse to control transboundary acid rain. Such
refusals have precluded voluntary United States adoption of national,
bilateral, or multilateral control strategies manifestly preferable to
court-compelled regulation. By default, the district court's judicial
compulsion in Thomas afforded the preeminent control of United
States-produced transboundary acid rain. Public pressure will ulti-
mately persuade2 33 -or replace-American officials reluctant to control
transboundary acid rain. Until then, these officials cannot validly refuse
their responsibilities by doubting Thomas.
CONCLUSION
Transboundary acid rain is a complex international environmental
problem. Neither increasing world concern nor the proliferation of na-
tional and international controls has stimulated United States regula-
tion of the problem. In 1981, however, departing EPA Administrator
Costle did issue findings that United States pollution caused trans-
boundary acid rain damages in Canada. On the basis of these findings,
American states, environmental groups, and private plaintiffs sued to
compel the EPA to control transboundary acid rain under Clean Air
Act § 115. The district court in New York v. Thomas found that
Costle's findings satisfied section 115 and vested the EPA with a duty
to control transboundary acid rain. Other national and international
efforts might be better suited to control transboundary acid rain than
judicial compulsion in Thomas. Furthermore, officials could readily
adopt alternative controls to limit United States contributions to trans-
boundary acid rain. Until supplanted by responsible alternatives, how-
ever, doubting Thomas accomplishes little and clouds the future with
the unabated harms of transboundary acid rain.
233. Cf. Wooley, supra note 104, Proceedings, supra note 1, at 60 (describing pro-
gress of the Reagan Administration acid rain policy as impossible unless changed by
state challenges).
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